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The 117-story treehouse The 117-story treehouse (Treehouse, Book 9)(Treehouse, Book 9)  by by Griffiths, AndyGriffiths, Andy (# (#1017TW71017TW7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Feiwel and FriendsFeiwel and Friends, , 20192019

"For all the books they have written, Andy is the narrator and Terry is the illustrator, but when Terry tries to narrate"For all the books they have written, Andy is the narrator and Terry is the illustrator, but when Terry tries to narrate
too, the story goes out of control and they must evade the Story Police, who want to arrest them for crimes againsttoo, the story goes out of control and they must evade the Story Police, who want to arrest them for crimes against
storytelling"--OCLC.storytelling"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.53.5
ARAR  3.53.5  MGMG  22  504217504217ENEN; ; RCRC  3.33.3  55; ; LEXLEX  580L580L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 6-106-10

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $16.49$16.49  $16.00$16.00 11 $16.00$16.00

The 130-story treehouse The 130-story treehouse (Treehouse, Book 10)(Treehouse, Book 10)  by by Griffiths, AndyGriffiths, Andy (# (#1840WA71840WA7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Feiwel and FriendsFeiwel and Friends, , 20212021

"Andy and Terry live in a 130-story treehouse. It used to be a 117-story treehouse, but they added another 13"Andy and Terry live in a 130-story treehouse. It used to be a 117-story treehouse, but they added another 13
stories. It has a soap bubble blaster, a time-wasting level, a 13-story igloo, the GRABINATOR (it can grab anythingstories. It has a soap bubble blaster, a time-wasting level, a 13-story igloo, the GRABINATOR (it can grab anything
from anywhere at any time). It is a toilet paper factory, and an extraterrestrial observation center for observingfrom anywhere at any time). It is a toilet paper factory, and an extraterrestrial observation center for observing
aliens. As it turns out, though, it's Andy, Terry, and Jill who are being observed and then abducted by a giant flyingaliens. As it turns out, though, it's Andy, Terry, and Jill who are being observed and then abducted by a giant flying
eyeball from outer space! At first they're excited to be going on an intergalactic space adventure, but when theyeyeball from outer space! At first they're excited to be going on an intergalactic space adventure, but when they
arrive on Planet Eyeballia, they discover it's not at all a friendly place. Will the gang be able to escape, get back toarrive on Planet Eyeballia, they discover it's not at all a friendly place. Will the gang be able to escape, get back to
Earth, and write their book before time runs out?"--OCLC.Earth, and write their book before time runs out?"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.83.8
ARAR  3.83.8  MGMG  22  511599511599ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 6-106-10

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $14.66$14.66  $14.22$14.22 11 $14.22$14.22

The 143-story treehouse The 143-story treehouse (Treehouse, Book 11)(Treehouse, Book 11)  by by Griffiths, AndyGriffiths, Andy (# (#1902HT91902HT9))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Feiwel and FriendsFeiwel and Friends, c, c20212021 p p20222022

"Andy and Terry live in a 143-story treehouse. (It used to be a 130-story treehouse, but they built another thirteen"Andy and Terry live in a 143-story treehouse. (It used to be a 130-story treehouse, but they built another thirteen
stories.) Andy's been a bit stressed out lately, so Terry decides the perfect way to relax would be to head up to theirstories.) Andy's been a bit stressed out lately, so Terry decides the perfect way to relax would be to head up to their
new camping ground level for a much-needed vacation. But it turns out to be not quite as relaxing as planned. Terrynew camping ground level for a much-needed vacation. But it turns out to be not quite as relaxing as planned. Terry
forgets to pack the tent and the food, their attempt at fishing ends in disaster, the spooky campfire stories are a littleforgets to pack the tent and the food, their attempt at fishing ends in disaster, the spooky campfire stories are a little
too spooky and then, to make matters worse, all of Andy's fellow campers start mysteriously disappearing. Cantoo spooky and then, to make matters worse, all of Andy's fellow campers start mysteriously disappearing. Can
Andy brave the dark, dark woods and rescue them in time to finish writing their next book?"--Provided by publisher.Andy brave the dark, dark woods and rescue them in time to finish writing their next book?"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.23.2
ARAR  3.23.2  MGMG  11  515023515023ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 6-106-10

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $16.49$16.49  $16.00$16.00 11 $16.00$16.00

The 156-story treehouse The 156-story treehouse (Treehouse, Book 12)(Treehouse, Book 12)  by by Griffiths, AndyGriffiths, Andy (# (#2105PB62105PB6))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Feiwel and FriendsFeiwel and Friends, , 20222022

"Andy and Terry live in a 156-story treehouse. (It used to be a 143-story treehouse, but they added 13 more levels.)"Andy and Terry live in a 156-story treehouse. (It used to be a 143-story treehouse, but they added 13 more levels.)
It has a wishing well, a super-stinky stuff level, a bouldering alley (it's just like bowling, except you use bouldersIt has a wishing well, a super-stinky stuff level, a bouldering alley (it's just like bowling, except you use boulders

—— $16.49$16.49  $16.00$16.00 11 $16.00$16.00

mailto:angela.wright@ocps.net
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instead of balls), an enigma engine, a TV quiz show level hosted by Quizzy the quizzical robot, and the amazinginstead of balls), an enigma engine, a TV quiz show level hosted by Quizzy the quizzical robot, and the amazing
mind-reading sandwich-making machine that knows exactly what sort of sandwich you want and makes it for you.mind-reading sandwich-making machine that knows exactly what sort of sandwich you want and makes it for you.
It's the night before Christmas but Andy and Terry aren't ready yet! They haven't written their letters to Santa, theyIt's the night before Christmas but Andy and Terry aren't ready yet! They haven't written their letters to Santa, they
haven't sung any carols or hung their stockings, and now Mr. Big Nose wants their next book done by tomorrow.haven't sung any carols or hung their stockings, and now Mr. Big Nose wants their next book done by tomorrow.
When Santa Claus's sleigh crash-lands in the treehouse, the reindeer become tangled in the branches and SantaWhen Santa Claus's sleigh crash-lands in the treehouse, the reindeer become tangled in the branches and Santa
falls into the cloning machine. With dozens of Santas running around and no way to tell which one's the real one,falls into the cloning machine. With dozens of Santas running around and no way to tell which one's the real one,
who's going to deliver all the presents? It's up to Andy, Terry, and Jill to work together to save Christmas--andwho's going to deliver all the presents? It's up to Andy, Terry, and Jill to work together to save Christmas--and
maybe even finish their book on time!"--Provided by publisher.maybe even finish their book on time!"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.83.8
ARAR  3.43.4  MGMG  11  521365521365ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 6-106-10
From SLJ: From SLJ: Gr 3-5Gr 3-5

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

Alice in Kyoto Forest. 1 Alice in Kyoto Forest. 1 (Alice in Kyoto Forest, Book 1)(Alice in Kyoto Forest, Book 1)  by by Mochizuki, MaiMochizuki, Mai (# (#2818GA92818GA9))
PaperbackPaperback  — — TokyoPop Inc.TokyoPop Inc., , 20222022

"After being orphaned when she was very young, Alice has lived with her aunt for most of her childhood, but her"After being orphaned when she was very young, Alice has lived with her aunt for most of her childhood, but her
uncle clearly doesn't want her around. At fifteen years old, Alice decides to return home to Kyoto and train as auncle clearly doesn't want her around. At fifteen years old, Alice decides to return home to Kyoto and train as a
maiko, an apprentice with the hopes of eventually becoming a full-fledged geisha. But when she arrives back to themaiko, an apprentice with the hopes of eventually becoming a full-fledged geisha. But when she arrives back to the
city where she was born, she finds that Kyoto has changed quite a bit in the years since she left it. Almost as if it's acity where she was born, she finds that Kyoto has changed quite a bit in the years since she left it. Almost as if it's a
completely different world"--Back cover.completely different world"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.04.0
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 1-51-5
From SLJ: From SLJ: Gr 5-8Gr 5-8

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $12.34$12.34  $11.97$11.97 11 $11.97$11.97

Alice in Kyoto Forest. 2 Alice in Kyoto Forest. 2 (Alice in Kyoto Forest, Book 2)(Alice in Kyoto Forest, Book 2)  by by Mochizuki, MaiMochizuki, Mai (# (#2818HA62818HA6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — TokyoPop Inc.TokyoPop Inc., , 20222022

"Alice is certainly not in her world anymore. This version of Kyoto is magical and confusing--and Alice can't seem to"Alice is certainly not in her world anymore. This version of Kyoto is magical and confusing--and Alice can't seem to
find her childhood first love, Ren, the person she believes summoned her to this Kyoto in the first place. Strangelyfind her childhood first love, Ren, the person she believes summoned her to this Kyoto in the first place. Strangely
enough, the Imperial Crown Prince looks startlingly like Ren. . . but if he summoned her here, why doesn't heenough, the Imperial Crown Prince looks startlingly like Ren. . . but if he summoned her here, why doesn't he
recognize her? On top of all that, Alice realizes she must discover her heart's true calling in order to remain in Kyotorecognize her? On top of all that, Alice realizes she must discover her heart's true calling in order to remain in Kyoto
Forest. If she doesn't find a purpose, she'll rapidly grow old and eventually disappear altogether! Stories and fairyForest. If she doesn't find a purpose, she'll rapidly grow old and eventually disappear altogether! Stories and fairy
tales have always gotten her through the sadness of her rootless life back at her aunt's house. Perhaps it's time totales have always gotten her through the sadness of her rootless life back at her aunt's house. Perhaps it's time to
rely on them once again, here in magical Kyoto Forest"--Back cover.rely on them once again, here in magical Kyoto Forest"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 1-51-5
From SLJ: From SLJ: Gr 5-8Gr 5-8

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $12.34$12.34  $11.97$11.97 11 $11.97$11.97

All I want for ChristmasAll I want for Christmas  by by Loggia, WendyLoggia, Wendy (# (#1811BB21811BB2))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — UnderlinedUnderlined, , 20202020

"Everything is lining up for a perfect Christmas, if only Santa will grant Bailey's one wish--sharing a kiss under the"Everything is lining up for a perfect Christmas, if only Santa will grant Bailey's one wish--sharing a kiss under the
mistletoe with someone who really appreciates her"--OCLC.mistletoe with someone who really appreciates her"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  HL770LHL770L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212
From SLJ: From SLJ: Gr 7-UpGr 7-Up

Tags:Tags:  RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  RomanceRomance

—— $18.01$18.01  $17.47$17.47 11 $17.47$17.47

Art clubArt club  by by Doucet, RashadDoucet, Rashad (# (#2055DD82055DD8))
HardcoverHardcover  — — LB Ink/Little, Brown and CompanyLB Ink/Little, Brown and Company, , 20242024

"After the art programs are cut at his school, Dale Donovan recruits talented artists to create an after-school art"After the art programs are cut at his school, Dale Donovan recruits talented artists to create an after-school art
club"--Provided by publisher.club"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-7Grades 4-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   Money & BusinessMoney & Business   The ArtsThe Arts

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $23.82$23.82  $23.11$23.11 11 $23.11$23.11



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Asgardians --Odin Asgardians --Odin (Asgardians, Book 1)(Asgardians, Book 1)  by by O'connor, GeorgeO'connor, George (# (#2040DE92040DE9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — First SecondFirst Second, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on April 26, 2024April 26, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 9-149-14
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 11-13Ages 11-13

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $21.73$21.73  $21.08$21.08 11 $21.08$21.08

Auntie ClausAuntie Claus  by by Primavera, ElisePrimavera, Elise (# (#0771GW50771GW5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Houghton Mifflin HarcourtHoughton Mifflin Harcourt, , 20152015

When her eccentric Auntie Claus leaves for her annual business trip, Sophie stows away in her luggage, travels withWhen her eccentric Auntie Claus leaves for her annual business trip, Sophie stows away in her luggage, travels with
her to the North Pole, and discovers that her aunt is really Santa's sister and helper.her to the North Pole, and discovers that her aunt is really Santa's sister and helper.

Dewey: Dewey: -E--E-; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.53.5
ARAR  3.53.5  LGLG  .5.5  4238242382ENEN; ; RCRC  2.12.1  22; ; LEXLEX  AD590LAD590L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades Pre-K/K-3Pre-K/K-3; ; Ages Ages 4-74-7
From Booklist: From Booklist: Ages 4-7Ages 4-7; PW: ; PW: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: K-Gr 2K-Gr 2

Tags:Tags:  Holiday StoriesHoliday Stories   Picture BookPicture Book

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77

The Baby-sitters club. 1,Kristy's great idea The Baby-sitters club. 1,Kristy's great idea (Baby-Sitters Club, Book 1)(Baby-Sitters Club, Book 1)  by by Telgemeier, RainaTelgemeier, Raina
(#(#2397LAX2397LAX))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Graphix, an imprint of ScholasticGraphix, an imprint of Scholastic, c, c20152015 p p20232023

A graphic novel adaptation that follows the adventures of Kristy and the other members of the Baby-sitters Club asA graphic novel adaptation that follows the adventures of Kristy and the other members of the Baby-sitters Club as
they deal with crank calls, uncontrollable two-year-olds, wild pets, and parents who do not always tell the truth.they deal with crank calls, uncontrollable two-year-olds, wild pets, and parents who do not always tell the truth.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 2.22.2
ARAR  2.22.2  MGMG  11  107071107071ENEN; ; LEXLEX  IG290LIG290L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-6Grades 4-6; PW: ; PW: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $21.25$21.25  $20.61$20.61 11 $20.61$20.61

The Baby-sitters club. 3,Mary Anne saves the day The Baby-sitters club. 3,Mary Anne saves the day (Baby-Sitters Club, Book 3)(Baby-Sitters Club, Book 3)  by by Telgemeier, RainaTelgemeier, Raina
(#(#2397NA42397NA4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Graphix, an imprint of ScholasticGraphix, an imprint of Scholastic, c, c20152015 p p20232023

Four friends are fighting and the Baby-sitters Club is going to fall apart unless someone does something--fast.Four friends are fighting and the Baby-sitters Club is going to fall apart unless someone does something--fast.
Maybe it is time for Mary Anne to take charge.Maybe it is time for Mary Anne to take charge.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 2.42.4
ARAR  2.42.4  MGMG  11  136088136088ENEN; ; LEXLEX  GN350LGN350L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-6Grades 4-6

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $21.25$21.25  $20.61$20.61 11 $20.61$20.61

The Baby-sitters club. 6,Kristy's big day The Baby-sitters club. 6,Kristy's big day (Baby-Sitters Club, Book 6)(Baby-Sitters Club, Book 6)  by by Galligan, GaleGalligan, Gale (# (#2397RA32397RA3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Graphix, an imprint of Scholastic Inc.Graphix, an imprint of Scholastic Inc., c, c20182018 p p20232023

"Kristy's mom is getting married, and Kristy is going to be a bridesmaid! The only trouble is, fourteen kids are"Kristy's mom is getting married, and Kristy is going to be a bridesmaid! The only trouble is, fourteen kids are
coming in town for the wedding. Kristy, Claudia, Mary Anne, Stacey, Dawn, and Mallory think they can handle it, butcoming in town for the wedding. Kristy, Claudia, Mary Anne, Stacey, Dawn, and Mallory think they can handle it, but
that's before they spend a week changing diapers, stopping arguments, solving mix-ups, and planning activities. It'sthat's before they spend a week changing diapers, stopping arguments, solving mix-ups, and planning activities. It's
the biggest job the BSC has ever had, but they'll work together to make sure Kristy's big day is a success!"--the biggest job the BSC has ever had, but they'll work together to make sure Kristy's big day is a success!"--
Provided by publisher.Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.43.4
ARAR  3.23.2  MGMG  11  196777196777ENEN; ; LEXLEX  GN500LGN500L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $21.25$21.25  $20.61$20.61 11 $20.61$20.61

Bethany y la bestiaBethany y la bestia  by by Meggitt-Phillips, JackMeggitt-Phillips, Jack (# (#1990AW91990AW9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — AlfaguaraAlfaguara, , 20212021
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

"Handsome Ebenezer Tweezer has lived comfortably for nearly 512 years by feeding the magical beast in his"Handsome Ebenezer Tweezer has lived comfortably for nearly 512 years by feeding the magical beast in his
mansion's attic whatever it wants, but when the beast demands a child, they are not prepared for Bethany"--mansion's attic whatever it wants, but when the beast demands a child, they are not prepared for Bethany"--

—— $21.32$21.32  $20.68$20.68 11 $20.68$20.68



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Publisher.Publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
GRGR  TT
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4-74-7; ; Ages Ages 9-129-12

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

Big Bad Wolf's Yom KippurBig Bad Wolf's Yom Kippur  by by Sherrin, DavidSherrin, David (# (#2736NCX2736NCX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Apples & Honey PressApples & Honey Press, , 20232023

"In this fractured fairytale, Wolf learns the value of kindness on Yom Kippur"--Provided by publisher."In this fractured fairytale, Wolf learns the value of kindness on Yom Kippur"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -E--E-; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 2.32.3
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 6-86-8
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: PreS-Gr 2PreS-Gr 2

Tags:Tags:  Holiday StoriesHoliday Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $18.29$18.29  $17.74$17.74 11 $17.74$17.74

Boruto : Naruto next generations.Volume 1 Boruto : Naruto next generations.Volume 1 (Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book 1)(Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book 1)  by by Kodachi,Kodachi,
UkyoUkyo (# (#1330MG51330MG5))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20172017

"Naruto was a young shinobi with an incorrigible knack for mischief. He achieved his dream to become the greatest"Naruto was a young shinobi with an incorrigible knack for mischief. He achieved his dream to become the greatest
ninja in his village, and now his face sits atop the Hokage monument. But this is not his story... A new generation ofninja in his village, and now his face sits atop the Hokage monument. But this is not his story... A new generation of
ninja are ready to take the stage, led by Naruto's own son, Boruto! Years have passed since Naruto and Sasukeninja are ready to take the stage, led by Naruto's own son, Boruto! Years have passed since Naruto and Sasuke
teamed up to defeat Kaguya, the progenitor of chakra and the greatest threat the ninja world has ever faced. Timesteamed up to defeat Kaguya, the progenitor of chakra and the greatest threat the ninja world has ever faced. Times
are now peaceful and the new generation of shinobi has not experienced the same hardships as its parents.are now peaceful and the new generation of shinobi has not experienced the same hardships as its parents.
Perhaps that is why Boruto would rather play video games than train. However, one passion does burn deep in thisPerhaps that is why Boruto would rather play video games than train. However, one passion does burn deep in this
ninja boy's heart, and that is the desire to defeat his father!"--Back cover.ninja boy's heart, and that is the desire to defeat his father!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
ARAR  33  UGUG  11  511057511057ENEN; ; LEXLEX  GN400LGN400L

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

Boruto : Naruto next generations.Volume 12.True identity Boruto : Naruto next generations.Volume 12.True identity (Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book(Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book
12)12)  by by Kodachi, UkyoKodachi, Ukyo (# (#1971NS61971NS6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20212021

"With Jigen low on energy, other Kara members are suddenly prepared to betray him. But what are Kashin Koji and"With Jigen low on energy, other Kara members are suddenly prepared to betray him. But what are Kashin Koji and
Amado after? Perhaps the revelation of Jigen's true identity will finally explain what Kara is really after"--Back cover.Amado after? Perhaps the revelation of Jigen's true identity will finally explain what Kara is really after"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

Boruto: Naruto next generations. Volume 14,Legacy Boruto: Naruto next generations. Volume 14,Legacy (Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book 14)(Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book 14)  byby
Kishimoto, MasashiKishimoto, Masashi (# (#1742YX81742YX8))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20222022

"In order to defeat Ohtsutsuki Isshiki and protect the village, Naruto and Kurama use their ultimate trump card. This"In order to defeat Ohtsutsuki Isshiki and protect the village, Naruto and Kurama use their ultimate trump card. This
new mode may give them the power to win, but only at the cost of their lives. Will it be enough?"--Back cover.new mode may give them the power to win, but only at the cost of their lives. Will it be enough?"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

Boruto: Naruto next generations. Volume 16,Madness Boruto: Naruto next generations. Volume 16,Madness (Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book 16)(Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book 16)  byby
Kishimoto, MasashiKishimoto, Masashi (# (#2698HA02698HA0))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20232023

"Now with the mysterious Eida at his side, Code continues his march for revenge against Boruto and Konoha"Now with the mysterious Eida at his side, Code continues his march for revenge against Boruto and Konoha
village. Even with Naruto and Sasuke on alert, stopping Code and his warping ability may be impossible. However,village. Even with Naruto and Sasuke on alert, stopping Code and his warping ability may be impossible. However,
Kawaki seems to have some secret plans of his own"--Back cover.Kawaki seems to have some secret plans of his own"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

Boruto : Naruto next generations.Volume 2.Stupid old man!! Boruto : Naruto next generations.Volume 2.Stupid old man!! (Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book(Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Book
2)2)  by by Kodachi, UkyoKodachi, Ukyo (# (#1330QG41330QG4))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20172017

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

"Boruto gets through round two of the Chunin Exam and receives praise from his father. But what Naruto doesn't"Boruto gets through round two of the Chunin Exam and receives praise from his father. But what Naruto doesn't
know is that his son is cheating by using prohibited ninja tools. What will happen to Boruto when the truth isknow is that his son is cheating by using prohibited ninja tools. What will happen to Boruto when the truth is
revealed? Meanwhile, darker forces are advancing behind the scenes..."--Back cover.revealed? Meanwhile, darker forces are advancing behind the scenes..."--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  GN250LGN250L

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Boys don't fryBoys don't fry  by by Lee, KimberlyLee, Kimberly (# (#2700CC52700CC5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Farrar Straus GirouxFarrar Straus Giroux, , 20232023

"A young Malaysian boy enthusiastically assists his grandmother prepare their Lunar New Year dinner, all the while"A young Malaysian boy enthusiastically assists his grandmother prepare their Lunar New Year dinner, all the while
learning about the history of their traditional cuisine"--Provided by publisher.learning about the history of their traditional cuisine"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -E--E-; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary
LEXLEX  AD770LAD770L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 4-64-6
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: PreS-Gr 2PreS-Gr 2

Tags:Tags:  Holiday StoriesHoliday Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77

The Cardboard Kingdom. Snow and sorcery The Cardboard Kingdom. Snow and sorcery (Cardboard Kingdom, Book 3)(Cardboard Kingdom, Book 3)  by by Sell, ChadSell, Chad (# (#2544DC02544DC0))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Alfred A. KnopfAlfred A. Knopf, , 20232023

"It's winter break in the Cardboard Kingdom, and kids from the town across the park want to play together! But"It's winter break in the Cardboard Kingdom, and kids from the town across the park want to play together! But
according to the evil Sorceress, not just anyone can join the kingdom... So it's not long before the two communitiesaccording to the evil Sorceress, not just anyone can join the kingdom... So it's not long before the two communities
spiral into battle. Will the Sorceress realize the error of her ways before all hope is lost? Will friendship still managespiral into battle. Will the Sorceress realize the error of her ways before all hope is lost? Will friendship still manage
to win the day?"--Provided by publisher.to win the day?"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.54.5
LEXLEX  HL270LHL270L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4-74-7; ; Ages Ages 9-129-12
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $21.36$21.36  $20.72$20.72 11 $20.72$20.72

El caso del abanico rosa El caso del abanico rosa (Enola Holmes Mysteries, Book 4)(Enola Holmes Mysteries, Book 4)  by by Springer, NancySpringer, Nancy (# (#2069DA42069DA4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — MolinoMolino, , 20222022
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

While fourteen-year-old Enola Holmes endeavors to save her friend Lady Cecily Alistair from an unwelcomeWhile fourteen-year-old Enola Holmes endeavors to save her friend Lady Cecily Alistair from an unwelcome
arranged marriage, she meets with some assistance from her older brother, Sherlock, and interference by thearranged marriage, she meets with some assistance from her older brother, Sherlock, and interference by the
eldest, Mycroft.eldest, Mycroft.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
GRGR  SS
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   MysteryMystery

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Mystery/SuspenseMystery/Suspense

—— $22.16$22.16  $21.50$21.50 11 $21.50$21.50

Charlie and the chocolate factoryCharlie and the chocolate factory  by by Dahl, RoaldDahl, Roald (# (#1655RQX1655RQX))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Puffin BooksPuffin Books, , 20212021

Each of five children lucky enough to discover an entry ticket into Mr. Willy Wonka's mysterious chocolate factoryEach of five children lucky enough to discover an entry ticket into Mr. Willy Wonka's mysterious chocolate factory
takes advantage of the situation in his own way.takes advantage of the situation in his own way.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.35.3
ARAR  4.84.8  MGMG  55  2020ENEN; ; LEXLEX  810L810L; ; F&PF&P  RR
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 3-6Grades 3-6; PW: ; PW: Ages 7-upAges 7-up; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 3-6Gr 3-6

Tags:Tags:  ClassicsClassics   FantasyFantasy   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  FantasyFantasy

—— $17.17$17.17  $16.65$16.65 11 $16.65$16.65

Charlie y la fabrica de chocolateCharlie y la fabrica de chocolate  by by Dahl, RoaldDahl, Roald (# (#1146NN41146NN4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — AlfaguaraAlfaguara, , 20182018
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

Five children lucky enough to win an entry ticket into Mr. Willy Wonka's mysterious chocolate factory each takeFive children lucky enough to win an entry ticket into Mr. Willy Wonka's mysterious chocolate factory each take
advantage of their visit in his or her own way.advantage of their visit in his or her own way.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
ARAR  4.84.8  MGMG  55  2020SPSP; ; GRGR  RR

—— $20.49$20.49  $19.88$19.88 11 $19.88$19.88



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 5-8Grades 5-8

Tags:Tags:  ClassicsClassics   FantasyFantasy   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  FantasyFantasy

Charlotte and the Nutcracker : the true story of a girl who made ballet historyCharlotte and the Nutcracker : the true story of a girl who made ballet history  by by Nebres, CharlotteNebres, Charlotte
(#(#1635AS11635AS1))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Random HouseRandom House, , 20212021

"A picture book that weaves together Charlotte Nebres's life story as a young ballerina with the classic holiday tale"A picture book that weaves together Charlotte Nebres's life story as a young ballerina with the classic holiday tale
of the Nutcracker"--Provided by publisher.of the Nutcracker"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -E--E-; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary
LEXLEX  AD580LAD580L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades Pre-K/K-3Pre-K/K-3; ; Ages Ages 4-84-8
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; PW: ; PW: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: K-Gr 3K-Gr 3

Tags:Tags:  Holiday StoriesHoliday Stories   Picture BookPicture Book   The ArtsThe Arts

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89

City of the dead City of the dead (City Spies, Book 4)(City Spies, Book 4)  by by Ponti, JamesPonti, James (# (#2338ND22338ND2))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — AladdinAladdin, c, c20232023 p p20242024

When hackers target locations all over London, Kat leads the City Spies in testing security for the British MuseumWhen hackers target locations all over London, Kat leads the City Spies in testing security for the British Museum
where a secret message leads them to Egypt and the ancient City of the Dead.where a secret message leads them to Egypt and the ancient City of the Dead.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
ARAR  5.65.6  MGMG  1010  518121518121ENEN; ; LEXLEX  760L760L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   ThrillerThriller

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

—— $18.01$18.01  $17.47$17.47 11 $17.47$17.47

The collectorThe collector  by by Alexander, K. RAlexander, K. R (# (#1173UN21173UN2))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Scholastic Inc.Scholastic Inc., , 20182018

"Josie must discover the connection between a strange house in the woods, her grandmother's stories, and missing"Josie must discover the connection between a strange house in the woods, her grandmother's stories, and missing
children, or risk losing her sister to dark magic."--Provided by publisher.children, or risk losing her sister to dark magic."--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.54.5
ARAR  3.93.9  MGMG  44  197429197429ENEN; ; RCRC  3.23.2  88; ; LEXLEX  560L560L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4-74-7; ; Ages Ages 9-129-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-7Grades 4-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 8-13Ages 8-13; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 3-6Gr 3-6

Tags:Tags:  HorrorHorror   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Scary Stories/HorrorScary Stories/Horror

—— $16.78$16.78  $16.28$16.28 11 $16.28$16.28

DasherDasher  by by Tavares, MattTavares, Matt (# (#1397NV21397NV2))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Candlewick PressCandlewick Press, , 20192019

"Dasher is an adventurous young reindeer with a wish in her heart. She spends her days with her family under the"Dasher is an adventurous young reindeer with a wish in her heart. She spends her days with her family under the
hot sun in a traveling circus, but she longs for a different life--one where there is snow beneath her hooves and thehot sun in a traveling circus, but she longs for a different life--one where there is snow beneath her hooves and the
North Star above her head. One day, when the opportunity arises, Dasher seizes her destiny and takes off in pursuitNorth Star above her head. One day, when the opportunity arises, Dasher seizes her destiny and takes off in pursuit
of the life she wants to live. It's not long before she meets a nice man in a red suit with a horse-drawn sleigh--a manof the life she wants to live. It's not long before she meets a nice man in a red suit with a horse-drawn sleigh--a man
named Santa. And soon, with the help of a powerful Christmas wish, nothing will be the same"--Provided bynamed Santa. And soon, with the help of a powerful Christmas wish, nothing will be the same"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -E--E-; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.93.9
ARAR  3.23.2  LGLG  .5.5  504853504853ENEN; ; LEXLEX  590L590L; ; F&PF&P  MM
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades Pre-K/K-3Pre-K/K-3; ; Ages Ages 4-84-8
From Booklist: From Booklist: Preschool-Grade 2Preschool-Grade 2; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 3-8Ages 3-8; PW: ; PW: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: K-Gr 2K-Gr 2

Tags:Tags:  Holiday StoriesHoliday Stories   Picture BookPicture Book

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu Academy Demon Slayer: Kimetsu Academy Book SeriesBook Series  [2-item series] [2-item series] (#(#A660384A660384))
Contains items available for pre-orderContains items available for pre-order. . Some items in this set are not yet available; we'll ship them to you uponSome items in this set are not yet available; we'll ship them to you upon
release.release.

Demon slayer: Kimetsu Academy. 1,Don't be late to Kimetsu Academy! Demon slayer: Kimetsu Academy. 1,Don't be late to Kimetsu Academy! (Demon Slayer: Kimetsu(Demon Slayer: Kimetsu
Academy, Book 1)Academy, Book 1)  by by Hokami, NatsukiHokami, Natsuki (# (#2589LC22589LC2))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20232023

—— $11.46$11.46  $11.12$11.12 11 $11.12$11.12



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

"Welcome to Kimetsu Academy, a school attended by the most exceptional students you've ever seen! This"Welcome to Kimetsu Academy, a school attended by the most exceptional students you've ever seen! This
comedic spin-off of international smash hit Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba pits Tanjiro, Nezuko, and all the restcomedic spin-off of international smash hit Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba pits Tanjiro, Nezuko, and all the rest
of the Demon Slayer Corps against the trials and tribulations of student life. Zenitsu is late for class, and the onlyof the Demon Slayer Corps against the trials and tribulations of student life. Zenitsu is late for class, and the only
thing between him and Giyu's bamboo sword is one good excuse. Next, when Inosuke, Murata, and Zenitsu failthing between him and Giyu's bamboo sword is one good excuse. Next, when Inosuke, Murata, and Zenitsu fail
their midterm, they must endure the harshest math lesson of their lives. Then there's Uzui's explosive art class,their midterm, they must endure the harshest math lesson of their lives. Then there's Uzui's explosive art class,
Nezuko's first cavity, and Rengoku's forbidden pizza!"--Back cover.Nezuko's first cavity, and Rengoku's forbidden pizza!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Demon slayer: Kimetsu Academy. 1,Don't be late to Kimetsu Academy! Demon slayer: Kimetsu Academy. 1,Don't be late to Kimetsu Academy! (Demon Slayer: Kimetsu(Demon Slayer: Kimetsu
Academy, Book 1)Academy, Book 1)  by by Hokami, NatsukiHokami, Natsuki (# (#2589LC22589LC2))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20232023

"Welcome to Kimetsu Academy, a school attended by the most exceptional students you've ever seen! This"Welcome to Kimetsu Academy, a school attended by the most exceptional students you've ever seen! This
comedic spin-off of international smash hit Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba pits Tanjiro, Nezuko, and all the restcomedic spin-off of international smash hit Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba pits Tanjiro, Nezuko, and all the rest
of the Demon Slayer Corps against the trials and tribulations of student life. Zenitsu is late for class, and the onlyof the Demon Slayer Corps against the trials and tribulations of student life. Zenitsu is late for class, and the only
thing between him and Giyu's bamboo sword is one good excuse. Next, when Inosuke, Murata, and Zenitsu failthing between him and Giyu's bamboo sword is one good excuse. Next, when Inosuke, Murata, and Zenitsu fail
their midterm, they must endure the harshest math lesson of their lives. Then there's Uzui's explosive art class,their midterm, they must endure the harshest math lesson of their lives. Then there's Uzui's explosive art class,
Nezuko's first cavity, and Rengoku's forbidden pizza!"--Back cover.Nezuko's first cavity, and Rengoku's forbidden pizza!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $11.46$11.46  $11.12$11.12 11 $11.12$11.12

Demon Slayer Kimetsu Academy, Vol. 2 Demon Slayer Kimetsu Academy, Vol. 2 (Demon Slayer: Kimetsu Academy, Book 2)(Demon Slayer: Kimetsu Academy, Book 2)  by by Hokami,Hokami,
NatsukiNatsuki (# (#2951ZD32951ZD3))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ MediaVIZ Media, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on April 9, 2024April 9, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $11.46$11.46  $11.12$11.12 11 $11.12$11.12

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book SeriesBook Series  [13-item series] [13-item series] (#(#A397845A397845))

Apertem os cintos Apertem os cintos (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 12)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 12)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539DW71539DW7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A.Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A., , 20172017
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley and his family escape to a tropical island resort for some much-needed rest and relaxation, but sunGreg Heffley and his family escape to a tropical island resort for some much-needed rest and relaxation, but sun
poisoning, stomach troubles, and venomous creatures all threaten their vacation.poisoning, stomach troubles, and venomous creatures all threaten their vacation.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Apertem os cintos Apertem os cintos (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 12)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 12)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539DW71539DW7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A.Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A., , 20172017
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley and his family escape to a tropical island resort for some much-needed rest and relaxation, but sunGreg Heffley and his family escape to a tropical island resort for some much-needed rest and relaxation, but sun
poisoning, stomach troubles, and venomous creatures all threaten their vacation.poisoning, stomach troubles, and venomous creatures all threaten their vacation.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Batalha neval Batalha neval (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 13)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 13)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539EW41539EW4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A.Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A., , 20182018
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

When snow closes Greg Heffley's middle school, he and his best friend, Rowley Jefferson, face a fight forWhen snow closes Greg Heffley's middle school, he and his best friend, Rowley Jefferson, face a fight for
survival as warring gangs turn the neighborhood into a wintry battlefield.survival as warring gangs turn the neighborhood into a wintry battlefield.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Batalha neval Batalha neval (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 13)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 13)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539EW41539EW4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A.Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A., , 20182018
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

When snow closes Greg Heffley's middle school, he and his best friend, Rowley Jefferson, face a fight forWhen snow closes Greg Heffley's middle school, he and his best friend, Rowley Jefferson, face a fight for
survival as warring gangs turn the neighborhood into a wintry battlefield.survival as warring gangs turn the neighborhood into a wintry battlefield.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

Bons tempus Bons tempus (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 10)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 10)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539BW21539BW2))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A.Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A., , 20152015
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley's town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free, but modern life has its conveniences, andGreg Heffley's town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free, but modern life has its conveniences, and
Greg is not cut out for an old-fashioned world.Greg is not cut out for an old-fashioned world.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Bons tempus Bons tempus (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 10)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 10)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539BW21539BW2))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A.Vergara & Riba Editoras S.A., , 20152015
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley's town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free, but modern life has its conveniences, andGreg Heffley's town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free, but modern life has its conveniences, and
Greg is not cut out for an old-fashioned world.Greg is not cut out for an old-fashioned world.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Caindo na estrada Caindo na estrada (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 9)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 9)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539AW51539AW5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20152015
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

The Heffley family road trip starts off full of promise, then quickly takes several wrong turns--with everything fromThe Heffley family road trip starts off full of promise, then quickly takes several wrong turns--with everything from
a fender bender to crazed seagulls--but even the worst road trip can turn into an adventure, and this is one thea fender bender to crazed seagulls--but even the worst road trip can turn into an adventure, and this is one the
Heffleys will not soon forget.Heffleys will not soon forget.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Caindo na estrada Caindo na estrada (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 9)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 9)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539AW51539AW5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20152015
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

The Heffley family road trip starts off full of promise, then quickly takes several wrong turns--with everything fromThe Heffley family road trip starts off full of promise, then quickly takes several wrong turns--with everything from
a fender bender to crazed seagulls--but even the worst road trip can turn into an adventure, and this is one thea fender bender to crazed seagulls--but even the worst road trip can turn into an adventure, and this is one the
Heffleys will not soon forget.Heffleys will not soon forget.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Casa dos horrores Casa dos horrores (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 6)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 6)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538WW91538WW9))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20122012
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

"Greg struggles to stay on Santa's 'nice' list while snowed in with the rest of the Heffley family in the days leading"Greg struggles to stay on Santa's 'nice' list while snowed in with the rest of the Heffley family in the days leading
up to Christmas"-- Provided by publisher.up to Christmas"-- Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Casa dos horrores Casa dos horrores (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 6)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 6)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538WW91538WW9))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20122012
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

"Greg struggles to stay on Santa's 'nice' list while snowed in with the rest of the Heffley family in the days leading"Greg struggles to stay on Santa's 'nice' list while snowed in with the rest of the Heffley family in the days leading
up to Christmas"-- Provided by publisher.up to Christmas"-- Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Diario de um banana : as memorias de Greg Heffley Diario de um banana : as memorias de Greg Heffley (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 1)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 1)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff
(#(#1538RW21538RW2))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20082008
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Middle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his fatherMiddle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his father
threatens to send him to military school.threatens to send him to military school.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Diario de um banana : as memorias de Greg Heffley Diario de um banana : as memorias de Greg Heffley (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 1)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 1)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff
(#(#1538RW21538RW2))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20082008
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Middle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his fatherMiddle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his father
threatens to send him to military school.threatens to send him to military school.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Dias de cao Dias de cao (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 4)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 4)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538UW41538UW4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20112011
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

In the latest diary of middle-schooler Greg Heffley, he records his attempts to spend his summer vacationIn the latest diary of middle-schooler Greg Heffley, he records his attempts to spend his summer vacation
sensibly indoors playing video games and watching television, despite his mother's other ideas.sensibly indoors playing video games and watching television, despite his mother's other ideas.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Dias de cao Dias de cao (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 4)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 4)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538UW41538UW4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20112011
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

In the latest diary of middle-schooler Greg Heffley, he records his attempts to spend his summer vacationIn the latest diary of middle-schooler Greg Heffley, he records his attempts to spend his summer vacation
sensibly indoors playing video games and watching television, despite his mother's other ideas.sensibly indoors playing video games and watching television, despite his mother's other ideas.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

A gota d'agua A gota d'agua (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 3)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 3)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538TW71538TW7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20102010
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Middle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his fatherMiddle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his father
threatens to send him to military school.threatens to send him to military school.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

A gota d'agua A gota d'agua (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 3)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 3)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538TW71538TW7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20102010
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Middle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his fatherMiddle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father's attempts to change Greg's wimpy ways until his father
threatens to send him to military school.threatens to send him to military school.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Mare de azar Mare de azar (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 8)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 8)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538ZW01538ZW0))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

"Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in"Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in
middle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turnmiddle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just anotherhis decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just another
hard-luck story?"-- Provided by publisher.hard-luck story?"-- Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

Mare de azar Mare de azar (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 8)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 8)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538ZW01538ZW0))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

"Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in"Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in
middle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turnmiddle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn
his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just anotherhis decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just another
hard-luck story?"-- Provided by publisher.hard-luck story?"-- Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Rodrick e o cara Rodrick e o cara (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 2)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 2)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538SWX1538SWX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20192019
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley tells about his summer vacation and his attempts to steer clear of trouble when he returns to middleGreg Heffley tells about his summer vacation and his attempts to steer clear of trouble when he returns to middle
school and tries to keep his older brother Rodrick from telling everyone about Greg's most humiliating experienceschool and tries to keep his older brother Rodrick from telling everyone about Greg's most humiliating experience
of the summer.of the summer.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Rodrick e o cara Rodrick e o cara (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 2)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 2)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538SWX1538SWX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20192019
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley tells about his summer vacation and his attempts to steer clear of trouble when he returns to middleGreg Heffley tells about his summer vacation and his attempts to steer clear of trouble when he returns to middle
school and tries to keep his older brother Rodrick from telling everyone about Greg's most humiliating experienceschool and tries to keep his older brother Rodrick from telling everyone about Greg's most humiliating experience
of the summer.of the summer.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Segurando vela Segurando vela (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 7)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 7)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538YW31538YW3))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20132013
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down until an unexpected twistA Valentine's Day dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down until an unexpected twist
gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves his best friend Rowley the odd man out.gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves his best friend Rowley the odd man out.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Segurando vela Segurando vela (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 7)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 7)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538YW31538YW3))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20132013
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down until an unexpected twistA Valentine's Day dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down until an unexpected twist
gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves his best friend Rowley the odd man out.gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves his best friend Rowley the odd man out.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Vai ou racha Vai ou racha (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 11)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 11)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539CWX1539CWX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20162016
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley's mom wants him to take a break from video games while Halloween approaches and he comes upGreg Heffley's mom wants him to take a break from video games while Halloween approaches and he comes up
with an idea to make a movie.with an idea to make a movie.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

Vai ou racha Vai ou racha (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 11)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 11)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1539CWX1539CWX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20162016
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Greg Heffley's mom wants him to take a break from video games while Halloween approaches and he comes upGreg Heffley's mom wants him to take a break from video games while Halloween approaches and he comes up
with an idea to make a movie.with an idea to make a movie.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

A verdade nua e crua A verdade nua e crua (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 5)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 5)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538VW11538VW1))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20112011
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

While trying to find a new best friend after feuding with Rowley, middle-school slacker Greg Heffley is warned byWhile trying to find a new best friend after feuding with Rowley, middle-school slacker Greg Heffley is warned by
older family members that adolescence is a time to act more responsibly and to think seriously about his future.older family members that adolescence is a time to act more responsibly and to think seriously about his future.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

A verdade nua e crua A verdade nua e crua (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 5)(Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 5)  by by Kinney, JeffKinney, Jeff (# (#1538VW11538VW1))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VR EditoraVR Editora, , 20112011
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

While trying to find a new best friend after feuding with Rowley, middle-school slacker Greg Heffley is warned byWhile trying to find a new best friend after feuding with Rowley, middle-school slacker Greg Heffley is warned by
older family members that adolescence is a time to act more responsibly and to think seriously about his future.older family members that adolescence is a time to act more responsibly and to think seriously about his future.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

Dogtown Dogtown (Dogtown, Book 1)(Dogtown, Book 1)  by by Applegate, KatherineApplegate, Katherine (# (#2698VC92698VC9))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Feiwel and FriendsFeiwel and Friends, , 20232023

In Dogtown, a shelter for unwanted canine and robot dogs, an extraordinary bond develops between Chance, aIn Dogtown, a shelter for unwanted canine and robot dogs, an extraordinary bond develops between Chance, a
longing three-legged dog, Metal Head, an empathetic robot, and Mouse, their friendly ally, as they strive to findlonging three-legged dog, Metal Head, an empathetic robot, and Mouse, their friendly ally, as they strive to find
forever homes.forever homes.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.84.8
ARAR  4.34.3  MGMG  44  520928520928ENEN; ; LEXLEX  630L630L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 3-6Grades 3-6; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-6Gr 4-6

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Science FictionScience Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89

Enola Holmes: the graphic novels. Book one Enola Holmes: the graphic novels. Book one (Enola Holmes, Book 1)(Enola Holmes, Book 1)  by by Blasco, SerenaBlasco, Serena (# (#1935TX41935TX4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Andrews McMeel PublishingAndrews McMeel Publishing, , 20222022

"Fourteen-year-old Enola Holmes wakes on her birthday to discover that her mother has disappeared from the"Fourteen-year-old Enola Holmes wakes on her birthday to discover that her mother has disappeared from the
family's country manor, leaving only a collection of flowers and a coded message book. With Sherlock and Mycroftfamily's country manor, leaving only a collection of flowers and a coded message book. With Sherlock and Mycroft
determined to ship her off to a boarding school, Enola escapes, displaying a cleverness that even impresses thedetermined to ship her off to a boarding school, Enola escapes, displaying a cleverness that even impresses the
elder Holmes. But nothing prepares her for what lies ahead"--OCLC.elder Holmes. But nothing prepares her for what lies ahead"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.04.0
ARAR  3.53.5  MGMG  22  521659521659ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 9-129-12
From SLJ: From SLJ: Gr 5-7Gr 5-7

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MysteryMystery

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $22.20$22.20  $21.53$21.53 11 $21.53$21.53

Enola Holmes: the graphic novels. Book two Enola Holmes: the graphic novels. Book two (Enola Holmes, Book 2)(Enola Holmes, Book 2)  by by Blasco, SerenaBlasco, Serena (# (#1906ZY61906ZY6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Andrews McMeel PublishingAndrews McMeel Publishing, , 20222022

"London, 1889. A woman is being held prisoner while she awaits a forced marriage. Another has been kidnapped,"London, 1889. A woman is being held prisoner while she awaits a forced marriage. Another has been kidnapped,
and yet another disappears… As Enola seeks to rescue the three women, her brother embarks on a quest of hisand yet another disappears… As Enola seeks to rescue the three women, her brother embarks on a quest of his
own. When Sherlock receives a mysterious package, he knows he'll need Enola's help to decipher its meaning. Inown. When Sherlock receives a mysterious package, he knows he'll need Enola's help to decipher its meaning. In
the end, the three Holmes siblings will have to work together to answer the question that started it all: Whatthe end, the three Holmes siblings will have to work together to answer the question that started it all: What
happened to their mother?"--Provided by publisher.happened to their mother?"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7
LEXLEX  GN440LGN440L

—— $22.20$22.20  $21.53$21.53 11 $21.53$21.53



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 9-129-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MysteryMystery

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Enola Holmes y el misterio de la doble desaparicion. 1 Enola Holmes y el misterio de la doble desaparicion. 1 (Enola Holmes Mystery, Book 1)(Enola Holmes Mystery, Book 1)  by by Blasco,Blasco,
SerenaSerena (# (#1340BY81340BY8))
HardcoverHardcover  — — BrugueraBruguera, , 20192019
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

Relates in graphic novel format the story of Enola Holmes, much younger sister of detective Sherlock Holmes, whoRelates in graphic novel format the story of Enola Holmes, much younger sister of detective Sherlock Holmes, who
must travel to London in disguise to unravel the disappearance of her missing mother.must travel to London in disguise to unravel the disappearance of her missing mother.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
GRGR  PP
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $19.21$19.21  $18.63$18.63 11 $18.63$18.63

Enola Holmes y el sorprendente caso de Lady Alistair. 2 Enola Holmes y el sorprendente caso de Lady Alistair. 2 (Enola Holmes Mystery, Book 2)(Enola Holmes Mystery, Book 2)  by by Blasco,Blasco,
SerenaSerena (# (#1340CY51340CY5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — BrugueraBruguera, , 20192019
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

A graphic novelization of "The Case of the Left-Handed Lady," in which Pursued by her much older brother, famedA graphic novelization of "The Case of the Left-Handed Lady," in which Pursued by her much older brother, famed
detective Sherlock Holmes, fourteen-year-old Enola, disguised and using false names, attempts to solve thedetective Sherlock Holmes, fourteen-year-old Enola, disguised and using false names, attempts to solve the
kidnapping of a baronet's sixteen-year-old daughter in nineteenth-century London.kidnapping of a baronet's sixteen-year-old daughter in nineteenth-century London.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
GRGR  QQ
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $19.21$19.21  $18.63$18.63 11 $18.63$18.63

Espacios pequenosEspacios pequenos  by by Arden, KatherineArden, Katherine (# (#1201AZ91201AZ9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Planeta JuniorPlaneta Junior, , 20182018
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

"After eleven-year-old Ollie's school bus mysteriously breaks down on a field trip, she has to take a trip through"After eleven-year-old Ollie's school bus mysteriously breaks down on a field trip, she has to take a trip through
scary woods, and must use all of her wits to survive. She must stick to small spaces"--Provided by publisher.scary woods, and must use all of her wits to survive. She must stick to small spaces"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  FantasyFantasy   HorrorHorror   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Scary Stories/HorrorScary Stories/Horror

—— $18.54$18.54  $17.98$17.98 11 $17.98$17.98

The evil secret society of cats. 1 The evil secret society of cats. 1 (Evil Secret Society Of Cats, Book 1)(Evil Secret Society Of Cats, Book 1)  by by PandaniaPandania (# (#2890DB82890DB8))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Seven Seas EntertainmentSeven Seas Entertainment, , 20222022

"Under the direction of the purple-caped Feline Commander, the Evil Secret Society of Cats schemes against"Under the direction of the purple-caped Feline Commander, the Evil Secret Society of Cats schemes against
humanity in a series of humorous stories as adorable as they are diabolical. After all, the complex nature of cats ishumanity in a series of humorous stories as adorable as they are diabolical. After all, the complex nature of cats is
part of their charm"--Provided by publisher.part of their charm"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $14.10$14.10  $13.68$13.68 11 $13.68$13.68

The evil secret society of cats. 2 The evil secret society of cats. 2 (Evil Secret Society Of Cats, Book 2)(Evil Secret Society Of Cats, Book 2)  by by PandaniaPandania (# (#2890EB52890EB5))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Seven Seas EntertainmentSeven Seas Entertainment, , 20232023

"Feline Commander and the Evil Secret Society of Cats return with more dastardly plots, while Doggoman and his"Feline Commander and the Evil Secret Society of Cats return with more dastardly plots, while Doggoman and his
little sister valiantly strive to protect humanity. In this volume you'll also meet Woofbot and Kinkuma, leader of thelittle sister valiantly strive to protect humanity. In this volume you'll also meet Woofbot and Kinkuma, leader of the
hamster gang!"--Provided by publisher.hamster gang!"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.34.3

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $14.10$14.10  $13.68$13.68 11 $13.68$13.68

FakerFaker  by by Korman, GordonKorman, Gordon (# (#2798SDX2798SDX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Scholastic PressScholastic Press, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on July 2, 2024July 2, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Family StoriesFamily Stories   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Falling shortFalling short  by by Cisneros, ErnestoCisneros, Ernesto (# (#2708NAX2708NAX))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Quill Tree Books, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersQuill Tree Books, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, c, c20222022 p p20232023

Best friends Isaac and Marco--one athletically gifted and one academically gifted--have more in common than theyBest friends Isaac and Marco--one athletically gifted and one academically gifted--have more in common than they
realize when their goals intersect, forcing them to find a way to support each other so they don't fall short.realize when their goals intersect, forcing them to find a way to support each other so they don't fall short.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.84.8
ARAR  4.54.5  MGMG  77  514934514934ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-7Grades 4-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 9-13Ages 9-13; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-7Gr 4-7

Tags:Tags:  Hispanic/LatinoHispanic/Latino   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Sports FictionSports Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $18.01$18.01  $17.47$17.47 11 $17.47$17.47

Friend or Ufo Friend or Ufo (Area 51 Files, Book 3)(Area 51 Files, Book 3)  by by Buxbaum, JulieBuxbaum, Julie (# (#2136RDX2136RDX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Delacorte PressDelacorte Press, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on April 16, 2024April 16, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
LEXLEX  730L730L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Science FictionScience Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Science FictionScience Fiction

—— $14.66$14.66  $14.22$14.22 11 $14.22$14.22

Gravebooks Gravebooks (Nightbooks, Book 2)(Nightbooks, Book 2)  by by White, J. AWhite, J. A (# (#2973CB32973CB3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Katherine Tegen Books, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersKatherine Tegen Books, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, c, c20222022 p p20232023

"Alex again has to write stories to survive, this time learning to finish discarded ideas and overcome writer's block,"Alex again has to write stories to survive, this time learning to finish discarded ideas and overcome writer's block,
after he's held hostage in his dreams by fear vampire Simeon, working alongside evil witch Natacha in a storyafter he's held hostage in his dreams by fear vampire Simeon, working alongside evil witch Natacha in a story
graveyard"--Provided by publisher.graveyard"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.95.9
ARAR  4.94.9  MGMG  88  519696519696ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12

Tags:Tags:  FantasyFantasy   HorrorHorror   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Scary Stories/HorrorScary Stories/Horror

—— $18.01$18.01  $17.47$17.47 11 $17.47$17.47

Hammer. Volume 1,The ocean kingdom Hammer. Volume 1,The ocean kingdom (Hammer, Book 1)(Hammer, Book 1)  by by Odin, JeyOdin, Jey (# (#1664PZ81664PZ8))
PaperbackPaperback  — — RockportRockport, , 20222022

"Left on his own again, Stud gets sucked into one of his father's journals down into an ocean kingdom grappling with"Left on his own again, Stud gets sucked into one of his father's journals down into an ocean kingdom grappling with
the murder of its king. Can Stud use his hammer hands to solve the case? Our hero Stud is a fourteen-year-old boythe murder of its king. Can Stud use his hammer hands to solve the case? Our hero Stud is a fourteen-year-old boy
whose father regularly abandons him on expeditions that he regularly catalogs in his own journals. Having to fendwhose father regularly abandons him on expeditions that he regularly catalogs in his own journals. Having to fend
for himself, Stud isn't like most kids--he can turn his hands into hammers! Unfortunately, the kids in the village don'tfor himself, Stud isn't like most kids--he can turn his hands into hammers! Unfortunately, the kids in the village don't
think it's cool and do not allow him to join their own fun adventures. Considering that his father has always advisedthink it's cool and do not allow him to join their own fun adventures. Considering that his father has always advised
him that friends are the most important accomplishment a person can make, what's a boy who can turn part of hishim that friends are the most important accomplishment a person can make, what's a boy who can turn part of his
body into metal to do? Go on his own adventures, of course!"--Provided by publisher.body into metal to do? Go on his own adventures, of course!"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.63.6
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 5-8Grades 5-8; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 10-13Ages 10-13

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $13.22$13.22  $12.82$12.82 11 $12.82$12.82

Hammer. Volume 2,Fight for the ocean kingdom Hammer. Volume 2,Fight for the ocean kingdom (Hammer, Book 2)(Hammer, Book 2)  by by Odin, JeyOdin, Jey (# (#1647EZ61647EZ6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — RockportRockport, , 20232023

"Still stranded in the ocean kingdom once visited by his father and mother, our hero Stud unites with his new friends"Still stranded in the ocean kingdom once visited by his father and mother, our hero Stud unites with his new friends
Dan the detective and Dan's sister Diane in a showdown agaist Steele, the vicious hammerhead shark"--BackDan the detective and Dan's sister Diane in a showdown agaist Steele, the vicious hammerhead shark"--Back
cover.cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.44.4
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 10-13Ages 10-13

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $13.22$13.22  $12.82$12.82 11 $12.82$12.82

How the Grinch stole ChristmasHow the Grinch stole Christmas  by by SeussSeuss (# (#1636ZSX1636ZSX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Random HouseRandom House, , 20212021

"A fully color-enhanced edition of the . . . classic by Dr. Seuss about how the Grinch learns the true meaning of"A fully color-enhanced edition of the . . . classic by Dr. Seuss about how the Grinch learns the true meaning of
Christmas and grows his heart three sizes"--Provided by publisher.Christmas and grows his heart three sizes"--Provided by publisher.

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Dewey: Dewey: -E--E-; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.03.0
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades Pre-K/K-4Pre-K/K-4; ; Ages Ages 5-95-9

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

How to Help a Hare and Protect a Polar BearHow to Help a Hare and Protect a Polar Bear  by by Jess French, Angela KeoghanJess French, Angela Keoghan (# (#2055AD62055AD6))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Nosy CrowNosy Crow, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on March 5, 2024March 5, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 590590; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary

Tags:Tags:  Conservation & EnvironmentConservation & Environment   Endangered SpeciesEndangered Species

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77

Huda F cares Huda F cares (Huda F)(Huda F)  by by Fahmy, HudaFahmy, Huda (# (#2627AC12627AC1))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Dial BooksDial Books, , 20232023

This summer's exercise in Fahmy family sisterly bonding involves a trip to Disney World--which seems like it isThis summer's exercise in Fahmy family sisterly bonding involves a trip to Disney World--which seems like it is
headed for disaster when Huda gets into a fight with a boy making fun of her hijab.headed for disaster when Huda gets into a fight with a boy making fun of her hijab.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  HL360LHL360L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 7-10Grades 7-10; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 12-18Ages 12-18; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 6-10Gr 6-10

Tags:Tags:  Family StoriesFamily Stories   Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $23.87$23.87  $23.15$23.15 11 $23.15$23.15

I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944 I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944 (I Survived, Book 9)(I Survived, Book 9)  by by Tarshis, LaurenTarshis, Lauren (# (#2870ZC52870ZC5))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — GraphixGraphix, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on May 2, 2024May 2, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
LEXLEX  GN390LGN390L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $20.53$20.53  $19.91$19.91 11 $19.91$19.91

If polar bears disappeared If polar bears disappeared (If Animals Disappeared)(If Animals Disappeared)  by by Williams, LilyWilliams, Lily (# (#1520AM01520AM0))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Roaring Brook PressRoaring Brook Press, , 20182018

"A nonfiction picture book tracing the repercussions of what would happen if polar bears disappeared from our"A nonfiction picture book tracing the repercussions of what would happen if polar bears disappeared from our
planet"--Provided by publisher.planet"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 599.786599.786; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.54.5
ARAR  5.95.9  LGLG  .5.5  503288503288ENEN; ; RCRC  8.58.5  11; ; LEXLEX  AD1060LAD1060L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 4-84-8
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 6-9Ages 6-9; SLJ: ; SLJ: K-Gr 3K-Gr 3

Tags:Tags:  AnimalsAnimals   MammalsMammals   Responsible Decision-makingResponsible Decision-making   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66

If sharks disappeared If sharks disappeared (If Animals Disappeared)(If Animals Disappeared)  by by Williams, LilyWilliams, Lily (# (#1222RG41222RG4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Roaring Brook PressRoaring Brook Press, , 20172017

"A nonfiction picture book tracing the repercussions of what would happen if sharks disappeared from our planet"--"A nonfiction picture book tracing the repercussions of what would happen if sharks disappeared from our planet"--
Provided by publisher.Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 597.3597.3; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.84.8
ARAR  4.24.2  LGLG  .5.5  193041193041ENEN; ; RCRC  4.44.4  11; ; LEXLEX  AD830LAD830L; ; F&PF&P  RR
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 4-84-8
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 5-10Ages 5-10; PW: ; PW: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: K-Gr 2K-Gr 2

Tags:Tags:  AnimalsAnimals   Conservation & EnvironmentConservation & Environment   Includes Back MatterIncludes Back Matter   Picture Books for Older ReadersPicture Books for Older Readers

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66

Interactive Classic Literature Interactive Classic Literature Book SetBook Set  [7-item set] [7-item set] (#(#A614811A614811))
Contains items available for pre-orderContains items available for pre-order. . Some items in this set are not yet available; we'll ship them to you uponSome items in this set are not yet available; we'll ship them to you upon
release.release.

Can you survive 20,000 leagues under the sea? Can you survive 20,000 leagues under the sea? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Mercier, DebMercier, Deb
(#(#2485PB32485PB3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20232023

An adaptation of Jules Verne's "20,000 leagues under the sea," the classic tale of a sea monster terrorizing theAn adaptation of Jules Verne's "20,000 leagues under the sea," the classic tale of a sea monster terrorizing the
ocean turning out to be a submarine, and the capture of the reader by enigmatic Captain Nemo.ocean turning out to be a submarine, and the capture of the reader by enigmatic Captain Nemo.

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7
LEXLEX  640L640L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

Can you survive 20,000 leagues under the sea? Can you survive 20,000 leagues under the sea? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Mercier, DebMercier, Deb
(#(#2485PB32485PB3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20232023

An adaptation of Jules Verne's "20,000 leagues under the sea," the classic tale of a sea monster terrorizing theAn adaptation of Jules Verne's "20,000 leagues under the sea," the classic tale of a sea monster terrorizing the
ocean turning out to be a submarine, and the capture of the reader by enigmatic Captain Nemo.ocean turning out to be a submarine, and the capture of the reader by enigmatic Captain Nemo.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7
LEXLEX  640L640L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive Dracula? Can you survive Dracula? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson, RyanJacobson, Ryan (# (#2407EA42407EA4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

An adaptation of Bram Stoker's "Dracula," the classic macabre tale of a vampire, Count Dracula of Transylvania,An adaptation of Bram Stoker's "Dracula," the classic macabre tale of a vampire, Count Dracula of Transylvania,
and the small group of people who vowed to rid the world of him.and the small group of people who vowed to rid the world of him.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.44.4
LEXLEX  650L650L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive Dracula? Can you survive Dracula? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson, RyanJacobson, Ryan (# (#2407EA42407EA4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

An adaptation of Bram Stoker's "Dracula," the classic macabre tale of a vampire, Count Dracula of Transylvania,An adaptation of Bram Stoker's "Dracula," the classic macabre tale of a vampire, Count Dracula of Transylvania,
and the small group of people who vowed to rid the world of him.and the small group of people who vowed to rid the world of him.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.44.4
LEXLEX  650L650L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive the adventures of Perseus? Can you survive the adventures of Perseus? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Hoena, B. AHoena, B. A
(#(#2294TC02294TC0))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20232023

Medusa is a monster with snakes for hair, razor-sharp claws, and a gaze so horrifying that it turns people toMedusa is a monster with snakes for hair, razor-sharp claws, and a gaze so horrifying that it turns people to
stone. To save your mother's life, you must defeat the terrible beast. This danger and more await you on yourstone. To save your mother's life, you must defeat the terrible beast. This danger and more await you on your
perilous quest. Are you cunning enough to succeed? Or will your battles with mythical creatures lead to yourperilous quest. Are you cunning enough to succeed? Or will your battles with mythical creatures lead to your
doom? Step into this adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else ...doom? Step into this adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else ...

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.83.8
LEXLEX  570L570L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   FantasyFantasy

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive the adventures of Perseus? Can you survive the adventures of Perseus? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Hoena, B. AHoena, B. A
(#(#2294TC02294TC0))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20232023

Medusa is a monster with snakes for hair, razor-sharp claws, and a gaze so horrifying that it turns people toMedusa is a monster with snakes for hair, razor-sharp claws, and a gaze so horrifying that it turns people to
stone. To save your mother's life, you must defeat the terrible beast. This danger and more await you on yourstone. To save your mother's life, you must defeat the terrible beast. This danger and more await you on your
perilous quest. Are you cunning enough to succeed? Or will your battles with mythical creatures lead to yourperilous quest. Are you cunning enough to succeed? Or will your battles with mythical creatures lead to your
doom? Step into this adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else ...doom? Step into this adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else ...

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.83.8
LEXLEX  570L570L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   FantasyFantasy

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Can you survive The adventures of Sherlock Holmes Can you survive The adventures of Sherlock Holmes (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson,Jacobson,
RyanRyan (# (#2407FA12407FA1))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

"You are Sherlock Holmes, consulting detective. You have been approached by three desperate clients, each of"You are Sherlock Holmes, consulting detective. You have been approached by three desperate clients, each of
whom presents a compelling case for you to solve. Now, you must choose which mysteries are worthwhom presents a compelling case for you to solve. Now, you must choose which mysteries are worth
investigating and which might be too dangerous. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your cunning to searchinvestigating and which might be too dangerous. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your cunning to search
for evidence, follow the clues, and survive such perils as vile criminals, clever traps, and even wild animals"--for evidence, follow the clues, and survive such perils as vile criminals, clever traps, and even wild animals"--
Provided by publisher.Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7
LEXLEX  630L630L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   MysteryMystery

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive The adventures of Sherlock Holmes Can you survive The adventures of Sherlock Holmes (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson,Jacobson,
RyanRyan (# (#2407FA12407FA1))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

"You are Sherlock Holmes, consulting detective. You have been approached by three desperate clients, each of"You are Sherlock Holmes, consulting detective. You have been approached by three desperate clients, each of
whom presents a compelling case for you to solve. Now, you must choose which mysteries are worthwhom presents a compelling case for you to solve. Now, you must choose which mysteries are worth
investigating and which might be too dangerous. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your cunning to searchinvestigating and which might be too dangerous. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your cunning to search
for evidence, follow the clues, and survive such perils as vile criminals, clever traps, and even wild animals"--for evidence, follow the clues, and survive such perils as vile criminals, clever traps, and even wild animals"--
Provided by publisher.Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7
LEXLEX  630L630L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   MysteryMystery

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive The call of the wild? Can you survive The call of the wild? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson, RyanJacobson, Ryan (# (#2407GA92407GA9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

An adaptation of Jack London's "Call of the Wild" in which Buck must learn to adapt to abuse as a Klondike sledAn adaptation of Jack London's "Call of the Wild" in which Buck must learn to adapt to abuse as a Klondike sled
dog, to life with a loving master, John Thornton, and finally, when Thornton dies, to life in the wild as a leader ofdog, to life with a loving master, John Thornton, and finally, when Thornton dies, to life in the wild as a leader of
the wolf pack.the wolf pack.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.24.2
LEXLEX  700L700L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can you survive The call of the wild? Can you survive The call of the wild? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson, RyanJacobson, Ryan (# (#2407GA92407GA9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

An adaptation of Jack London's "Call of the Wild" in which Buck must learn to adapt to abuse as a Klondike sledAn adaptation of Jack London's "Call of the Wild" in which Buck must learn to adapt to abuse as a Klondike sled
dog, to life with a loving master, John Thornton, and finally, when Thornton dies, to life in the wild as a leader ofdog, to life with a loving master, John Thornton, and finally, when Thornton dies, to life in the wild as a leader of
the wolf pack.the wolf pack.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.24.2
LEXLEX  700L700L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Can You Survive the Grimms' Fairy Tales? a Choose Your Path Book Can You Survive the Grimms' Fairy Tales? a Choose Your Path Book (Interactive Classic(Interactive Classic
Literature)Literature)  by by Grimm, JacobGrimm, Jacob (# (#2294UC82294UC8))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20232023

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on May 7, 2024May 7, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   Fairy TalesFairy Tales   FantasyFantasy

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.98$17.98  $17.44$17.44 11 $17.44$17.44

Can you survive the Wonderful Wizard of Oz? Can you survive the Wonderful Wizard of Oz? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson, RyanJacobson, Ryan
(#(#2407HA62407HA6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

"You've been swept away from home by a deadly tornado, and you find yourself in the Land of Oz--a magical"You've been swept away from home by a deadly tornado, and you find yourself in the Land of Oz--a magical
world of monsters, witches, and talking animals. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your knowledge andworld of monsters, witches, and talking animals. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your knowledge and
courage to survive such perils as tiger-bears, winged monkeys, and angry trees. Adapts the classic novel into acourage to survive such perils as tiger-bears, winged monkeys, and angry trees. Adapts the classic novel into a
Choose Your Path book, putting readers in control of the action. Do you have what it takes to traverse the road ofChoose Your Path book, putting readers in control of the action. Do you have what it takes to traverse the road of
yellow brick? Or will this dangerous route and its surprising challenges lead to your doom? Step into thisyellow brick? Or will this dangerous route and its surprising challenges lead to your doom? Step into this
adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else!"--OCLC.adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else!"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.65.6
LEXLEX  800L800L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   FantasyFantasy

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

Can you survive the Wonderful Wizard of Oz? Can you survive the Wonderful Wizard of Oz? (Interactive Classic Literature)(Interactive Classic Literature)  by by Jacobson, RyanJacobson, Ryan
(#(#2407HA62407HA6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Lake 7 CreativeLake 7 Creative, , 20222022

"You've been swept away from home by a deadly tornado, and you find yourself in the Land of Oz--a magical"You've been swept away from home by a deadly tornado, and you find yourself in the Land of Oz--a magical
world of monsters, witches, and talking animals. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your knowledge andworld of monsters, witches, and talking animals. Every moment, your life is at risk. Use your knowledge and
courage to survive such perils as tiger-bears, winged monkeys, and angry trees. Adapts the classic novel into acourage to survive such perils as tiger-bears, winged monkeys, and angry trees. Adapts the classic novel into a
Choose Your Path book, putting readers in control of the action. Do you have what it takes to traverse the road ofChoose Your Path book, putting readers in control of the action. Do you have what it takes to traverse the road of
yellow brick? Or will this dangerous route and its surprising challenges lead to your doom? Step into thisyellow brick? Or will this dangerous route and its surprising challenges lead to your doom? Step into this
adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else!"--OCLC.adventure, and choose your path. But choose wisely, or else!"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.65.6
LEXLEX  800L800L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-83-8; ; Ages Ages 9-139-13

Tags:Tags:  Classic RetellingsClassic Retellings   FantasyFantasy

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $17.05$17.05  $16.54$16.54 11 $16.54$16.54

Just Jaime Just Jaime (Emmie & Friends)(Emmie & Friends)  by by Libenson, TerriLibenson, Terri (# (#1034QV91034QV9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Balzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersBalzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, , 20192019

"Friends. Frenemies. Middle school... The last day of seventh grade has Jaime and Maya wondering who their real"Friends. Frenemies. Middle school... The last day of seventh grade has Jaime and Maya wondering who their real
friends are. Jaime knows something is off with her friend group. They've started to exclude her and make fun of thefriends are. Jaime knows something is off with her friend group. They've started to exclude her and make fun of the
way she dresses and the things she likes. At least she can count on her BFF, Maya, to have her back . . . right?way she dresses and the things she likes. At least she can count on her BFF, Maya, to have her back . . . right?
Maya feels more and more annoyed with Jaime, who seems babyish compared to the other girls in their popularMaya feels more and more annoyed with Jaime, who seems babyish compared to the other girls in their popular
group. It's like she has nothing in common with Jai anymore. Are their days as BFFs numbered . . . ?"--Provided bygroup. It's like she has nothing in common with Jai anymore. Are their days as BFFs numbered . . . ?"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.64.6
ARAR  3.63.6  MGMG  22  502391502391ENEN; ; LEXLEX  540L540L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 3-6Grades 3-6; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-7Gr 4-7

Tags:Tags:  Multiple (Point of View)Multiple (Point of View)   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Relationship SkillsRelationship Skills   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $23.04$23.04  $22.35$22.35 11 $22.35$22.35

El ladron del rayo : novela grafica El ladron del rayo : novela grafica (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick
(#(#1282GT31282GT3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — SalamandraSalamandra, c, c20112011 p p20142014
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

A graphic novel adaptation of the Rick Riordan novel in which twelve year old Percy Jackson, after learning that heA graphic novel adaptation of the Rick Riordan novel in which twelve year old Percy Jackson, after learning that he
is the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea, is sent to a summer camp for demigods likeis the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea, is sent to a summer camp for demigods like
himself, and joins his new friends on a quest to prevent a war between the gods.himself, and joins his new friends on a quest to prevent a war between the gods.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   World LanguagesWorld Languages

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $28.57$28.57  $27.71$27.71 11 $27.71$27.71

Una larga travesia hasta el agua : basada en una historia realUna larga travesia hasta el agua : basada en una historia real  by by Park, Linda SuePark, Linda Sue (# (#1732NB21732NB2))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Clarion Books, Houghton Hifflin HarcourtClarion Books, Houghton Hifflin Harcourt, , 20202020
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, eleven-year-old Salva becomes separated from his familyWhen the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, eleven-year-old Salva becomes separated from his family
and must walk with other Dinka tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya in search of safeand must walk with other Dinka tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya in search of safe
haven. Based on the life of Salva Dut, who, after emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig water wellshaven. Based on the life of Salva Dut, who, after emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig water wells
in Sudan.in Sudan.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
ARAR  4.74.7  MG+MG+  33  140710140710SPSP
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 5-75-7; ; Ages Ages 10-1210-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 5-8Grades 5-8

—— $18.01$18.01  $17.47$17.47 11 $17.47$17.47



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Tags:Tags:  AfricaAfrica   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   Immigration & EmigrationImmigration & Emigration   Perseverance (Literary Theme)Perseverance (Literary Theme)   RefugeesRefugees

Survival StoriesSurvival Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Historical FictionHistorical Fiction

Little witch academia. 1Little witch academia. 1  by by Yoshinari, YohYoshinari, Yoh (# (#1475TM31475TM3))
PaperbackPaperback  — — JY, an imprint of Yen Press, LLCJY, an imprint of Yen Press, LLC, , 20182018

"Akko Kagari, a student from a non-magical family, faces bullies and builds friendships at the prestigious Luna Nova"Akko Kagari, a student from a non-magical family, faces bullies and builds friendships at the prestigious Luna Nova
Witchcraft Academy"--OCLC.Witchcraft Academy"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 5 and up5 and up

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.71$9.71  $9.42$9.42 11 $9.42$9.42

Little witch academia. 2Little witch academia. 2  by by Yoshinari, YohYoshinari, Yoh (# (#1371VQ01371VQ0))
PaperbackPaperback  — — JY, an imprint of Yen Press, LLCJY, an imprint of Yen Press, LLC, , 20182018

"After failing her transformation magic test, Akko heads to the Fountain of Polaris, a special site said to grant"After failing her transformation magic test, Akko heads to the Fountain of Polaris, a special site said to grant
witches tremendous power"--OCLC.witches tremendous power"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 5 and up5 and up

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.71$9.71  $9.42$9.42 11 $9.42$9.42

Little witch academia. 3Little witch academia. 3  by by Yoshinari, YohYoshinari, Yoh (# (#1194PU01194PU0))
PaperbackPaperback  — — JY, an imprint of Yen Press, LLCJY, an imprint of Yen Press, LLC, , 20192019

"The curtain rises on an interschool broom race where every witch's pride is on the line! The endlessly talented and"The curtain rises on an interschool broom race where every witch's pride is on the line! The endlessly talented and
ever-reliable Diana is set to participate, but just as her classmates at the academy are getting excited about theever-reliable Diana is set to participate, but just as her classmates at the academy are getting excited about the
competition, she suddenly falls ill. What fate lies in store for Luna Nova, Akko, and her friends...?!"--Back cover.competition, she suddenly falls ill. What fate lies in store for Luna Nova, Akko, and her friends...?!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 5 and up5 and up

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.71$9.71  $9.42$9.42 11 $9.42$9.42

Love & other detoursLove & other detours  by by Welch, Jenna EvansWelch, Jenna Evans (# (#1813UB31813UB3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Simon & Schuster BFYRSimon & Schuster BFYR, , 20202020

"Love & Gelato: After her mother dies, Lina travels to Italy where she discovers her mothers's journal and sets off on"Love & Gelato: After her mother dies, Lina travels to Italy where she discovers her mothers's journal and sets off on
an adventure to unearth her mother's secrets"--Provided by publisher.an adventure to unearth her mother's secrets"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  RomanceRomance

—— $22.20$22.20  $21.53$21.53 11 $21.53$21.53

La maldicion del hombre pinguinoLa maldicion del hombre pinguino  by by Woodrow, AllanWoodrow, Allan (# (#1683QE81683QE8))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — V&R EditorasV&R Editoras, , 20192019
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

"Some stories are about happy, adorable penguins who form families, learn to dance, or make friends. This is not"Some stories are about happy, adorable penguins who form families, learn to dance, or make friends. This is not
one of those stories. All orphan Bolt Wattle has ever wanted was to find his true family. When a mysterious baron inone of those stories. All orphan Bolt Wattle has ever wanted was to find his true family. When a mysterious baron in
far-off Brugaria sends for Bolt, he wonders if he's getting closer to finding his long-lost parents. But Baron Chordatafar-off Brugaria sends for Bolt, he wonders if he's getting closer to finding his long-lost parents. But Baron Chordata
appears to be a twelve-year-old boy who wears tuxedos all the time, shouts at everyone, and forbids Bolt fromappears to be a twelve-year-old boy who wears tuxedos all the time, shouts at everyone, and forbids Bolt from
asking questions"--Provided by publisher.asking questions"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary

Tags:Tags:  FantasyFantasy   HorrorHorror   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Scary Stories/HorrorScary Stories/Horror

—— $22.67$22.67  $21.99$21.99 11 $21.99$21.99

Maximum Ride : the manga.1 Maximum Ride : the manga.1 (Maximum Ride, Book 1)(Maximum Ride, Book 1)  by by Lee, NaRaeLee, NaRae (# (#12941X512941X5))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Yen PressYen Press, , 20092009

Max, Fang, and Nudge set out for Death Valley to save Angel, who has been kidnapped by a sinister scientist.Max, Fang, and Nudge set out for Death Valley to save Angel, who has been kidnapped by a sinister scientist.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
ARAR  2.22.2  UGUG  11  128240128240ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 8 and up8 and up
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 7-10Grades 7-10; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 8-UpGr 8-Up

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $12.35$12.35  $11.98$11.98 11 $11.98$11.98

Meet me on the court Meet me on the court (Alton Heights All-Stars)(Alton Heights All-Stars)  by by Aro, DavidAro, David (# (#1194PS41194PS4))
FollettBound SewnFollettBound Sewn  — — West 44 Books, an imprint of Enslow PublishingWest 44 Books, an imprint of Enslow Publishing, , 20192019

"Cam, Tyler, and Markus are upset that their school cut the basketball team because of lack of funding. They decide"Cam, Tyler, and Markus are upset that their school cut the basketball team because of lack of funding. They decide
to make their own! They don't have jerseys, a coach, or even a regular court to practice on. There's one moreto make their own! They don't have jerseys, a coach, or even a regular court to practice on. There's one more

—— $23.06$23.06  $22.37$22.37 11 $22.37$22.37



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

problem--they need at least two more people on the team to play. Can the team find two more players? Can theyproblem--they need at least two more people on the team to play. Can the team find two more players? Can they
win their first game against the snooty prep school kids that keep stealing their court?"--Back cover.win their first game against the snooty prep school kids that keep stealing their court?"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.63.6
LEXLEX  550L550L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 5-85-8; ; Ages Ages 10-1310-13
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 7-11Ages 7-11

Tags:Tags:  Hi/LoHi/Lo   Quick ReadsQuick Reads   Sports FictionSports Fiction   Urban FictionUrban Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  SportsSports

Mexico vs. Estados Unidos Mexico vs. Estados Unidos (World Cup Rivals)(World Cup Rivals)  by by Allen, JulesAllen, Jules (# (#2126RD42126RD4))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

"The national soccer teams of Mexico and the United States have a rivalry spanning decades. What made the"The national soccer teams of Mexico and the United States have a rivalry spanning decades. What made the
teams fierce competitors? How are both country's fans involved in keeping this rivalry going? Easy-to-read text and .teams fierce competitors? How are both country's fans involved in keeping this rivalry going? Easy-to-read text and .
. . images make these books an obvious choice for the soccer-obsessed reluctant or struggling reader"--Provided by. . images make these books an obvious choice for the soccer-obsessed reluctant or struggling reader"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 796.334796.334; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 9-119-11

Tags:Tags:  Hi/LoHi/Lo   SoccerSoccer   SportsSports

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $23.54$23.54  $22.83$22.83 11 $22.83$22.83

Miles Morales. Spider-Man.Omnibus vol. 2 Miles Morales. Spider-Man.Omnibus vol. 2 (Miles Morales Spider-Man, Book 2)(Miles Morales Spider-Man, Book 2)  by by Bendis, BrianBendis, Brian
MichaelMichael (# (#1861KX51861KX5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Marvel Worldwide, Inc., a subsidiary of Marvel Entertainment, LLCMarvel Worldwide, Inc., a subsidiary of Marvel Entertainment, LLC, , 20222022

"After the dimension-shattering Secret Wars, the Ultimate Spider-Man is starting a brand new life on a brand new"After the dimension-shattering Secret Wars, the Ultimate Spider-Man is starting a brand new life on a brand new
world! And Miles will have to find his feet quickly when he goes up against one of the biggest bads in the Marvel U!world! And Miles will have to find his feet quickly when he goes up against one of the biggest bads in the Marvel U!
The villainous Black Cat plots to get her claws in this new Spidey--but will Miles find romance with the other-The villainous Black Cat plots to get her claws in this new Spidey--but will Miles find romance with the other-
dimensional Spider-Gwen? And Spidey gets caught in the middle when Marvel's heroes square off in a second Civildimensional Spider-Gwen? And Spidey gets caught in the middle when Marvel's heroes square off in a second Civil
War! Plus, the secret history of Miles' dad. . .Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D.! Miles Morales and Peter Parker team up to takeWar! Plus, the secret history of Miles' dad. . .Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D.! Miles Morales and Peter Parker team up to take
on a familiar face! And here comes an all-new, all-deadly Sinister Six!"--Amazon.on a familiar face! And here comes an all-new, all-deadly Sinister Six!"--Amazon.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4 and up4 and up

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $100.00$100.00  $97.00$97.00 11 $97.00$97.00

Miles Morales : suspended Miles Morales : suspended (Miles Morales, Spider-Man, Book 2)(Miles Morales, Spider-Man, Book 2)  by by Reynolds, JasonReynolds, Jason (# (#1872DY41872DY4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Atheneum Books for Young ReadersAtheneum Books for Young Readers, , 20232023

"During Miles' in-school suspension, he finds himself in a fierce battle with a classmate turned insidious termite who"During Miles' in-school suspension, he finds himself in a fierce battle with a classmate turned insidious termite who
is determined to destroy books and the Black and Brown history they contain, and only Miles can stop him"--OCLC.is determined to destroy books and the Black and Brown history they contain, and only Miles can stop him"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
ARAR  5.25.2  UGUG  55  520129520129ENEN
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 12-18Ages 12-18; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 7-UpGr 7-Up

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   African AmericanAfrican American   FantasyFantasy   Hispanic/LatinoHispanic/Latino   SuperheroesSuperheroes

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66

MordiscosMordiscos  by by Hiaasen, CarlHiaasen, Carl (# (#1664ECX1664ECX))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Oceano expresOceano expres, , 20192019
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

The difficult star of the reality television show "Expedition Survival" disappears on location in the Florida Everglades,The difficult star of the reality television show "Expedition Survival" disappears on location in the Florida Everglades,
where they were filming animals from the wildlife refuge run by Wahoo Crane's family, and Wahoo and classmatewhere they were filming animals from the wildlife refuge run by Wahoo Crane's family, and Wahoo and classmate
Tuna Gordon set out to find him, but they must avoid Tuna's gun-happy father.Tuna Gordon set out to find him, but they must avoid Tuna's gun-happy father.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   HumorHumor   MysteryMystery   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

—— $21.27$21.27  $20.63$20.63 11 $20.63$20.63

My hero academia. Team-up missions.3,Animal panic My hero academia. Team-up missions.3,Animal panic (My Hero Academia: Team-up Missions, Book(My Hero Academia: Team-up Missions, Book
3)3)  by by Akiyama, YokoAkiyama, Yoko (# (#2698DA12698DA1))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20232023

"Mineta attempts to impersonate a cute pooch and is nabbed by dastardly dognappers! Will the series' dog have his"Mineta attempts to impersonate a cute pooch and is nabbed by dastardly dognappers! Will the series' dog have his
day? Later, Midoriya and Bakugo give tree hugging a try, and their peers visit a zoo to pick up some wild tips fromday? Later, Midoriya and Bakugo give tree hugging a try, and their peers visit a zoo to pick up some wild tips from
the animal world's heroes"--Back cover.the animal world's heroes"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

My hero academia. Team-up missions.4,The everyday lives of heroes My hero academia. Team-up missions.4,The everyday lives of heroes (My Hero Academia: Team-up(My Hero Academia: Team-up
Missions, Book 4)Missions, Book 4)  by by Akiyama, YokoAkiyama, Yoko (# (#2043LD82043LD8))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20232023

"Are these hero hopefuls ready for a scare? Between a battle of spooks, a ridiculous ski competition, and an intense"Are these hero hopefuls ready for a scare? Between a battle of spooks, a ridiculous ski competition, and an intense
game of dodgeball, the U.A. students will have their mettle tested! Later, Eri recruits a bunch of friends to throw angame of dodgeball, the U.A. students will have their mettle tested! Later, Eri recruits a bunch of friends to throw an
apple-themed party, while Yaoyorozu, Kaminari, and Hatsume get this series back on track with a proper team-upapple-themed party, while Yaoyorozu, Kaminari, and Hatsume get this series back on track with a proper team-up
mission!"--Back cover.mission!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $18.95$18.95  $18.38$18.38 11 $18.38$18.38

My hero academia. Vigilantes.12 My hero academia. Vigilantes.12 (My Hero Academia: Vigilantes, Book 12)(My Hero Academia: Vigilantes, Book 12)  by by Furuhashi, HideyukiFuruhashi, Hideyuki
(#(#2482MD92482MD9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20222022

"As O'Clock and his accidental allies Tiger Bunny and the Rapper try to escape the underground arena, shadowy"As O'Clock and his accidental allies Tiger Bunny and the Rapper try to escape the underground arena, shadowy
figures observe the chaos from afar. O'Clock takes on a hooded fighter who seems to be targeting him specifically.figures observe the chaos from afar. O'Clock takes on a hooded fighter who seems to be targeting him specifically.
Back in the present day, Pop has been rescued, but Koichi and his friends have only a brief respite before theBack in the present day, Pop has been rescued, but Koichi and his friends have only a brief respite before the
villainous Number 6 puts a terrifying new plan into action. In true vigilante fashion, Koichi must evade the law invillainous Number 6 puts a terrifying new plan into action. In true vigilante fashion, Koichi must evade the law in
order to protect Pop"--Back cover.order to protect Pop"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $18.95$18.95  $18.38$18.38 11 $18.38$18.38

My hero academia. Vigilantes.15 My hero academia. Vigilantes.15 (My Hero Academia: Vigilantes, Book 15)(My Hero Academia: Vigilantes, Book 15)  by by Furuhashi, HideyukiFuruhashi, Hideyuki
(#(#2988LB62988LB6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20232023

"The final showdown in the streets of Naruhata reaches its climax as the monstrous Number 6 goes all out to"The final showdown in the streets of Naruhata reaches its climax as the monstrous Number 6 goes all out to
destroy Koichi. All his life, Koichi dreamed of being a hero. When he realized that wasn't going to happen, he moveddestroy Koichi. All his life, Koichi dreamed of being a hero. When he realized that wasn't going to happen, he moved
on. But now, fighting against the terrifying Number 6, his dream is all he's got to hold on to. If Koichi can tap into theon. But now, fighting against the terrifying Number 6, his dream is all he's got to hold on to. If Koichi can tap into the
real source of his power, he may at last become the hero he always wanted to be"--Back cover.real source of his power, he may at last become the hero he always wanted to be"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

My second impression of youMy second impression of you  by by Mason, Michelle IMason, Michelle I (# (#1871LZ41871LZ4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — BloomsburyBloomsbury, , 20222022

Sixteen-year-old Maggie thought she knew everything about her friends and boyfriend--until she relives her "bestSixteen-year-old Maggie thought she knew everything about her friends and boyfriend--until she relives her "best
day ever" and discovers she had it all wrong.day ever" and discovers she had it all wrong.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 7-11Grades 7-11; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 12-18Ages 12-18; PW: ; PW: Ages 12-upAges 12-up; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 8-UpGr 8-Up

Tags:Tags:  RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  RomanceRomance

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 37, 38, 39 Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 37, 38, 39 (Naruto, Book 13)(Naruto, Book 13)  by by Kishimoto, MasashiKishimoto, Masashi (# (#0969GWX0969GWX))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20162016

"Shikamaru's team is out for revenge against their mentor's murderers. Tsunade tries to stop them, but Kakashi"Shikamaru's team is out for revenge against their mentor's murderers. Tsunade tries to stop them, but Kakashi
wants to help! As the divide between the ninja grows, the mysterious Akatsuki organization continues their brutalwants to help! As the divide between the ninja grows, the mysterious Akatsuki organization continues their brutal
attack on the Tailed Beasts, the Biju, and the young ninja who host them--including Naruto!"--Back cover.attack on the Tailed Beasts, the Biju, and the young ninja who host them--including Naruto!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $14.10$14.10  $13.68$13.68 11 $13.68$13.68

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 40, 41, 42 Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 40, 41, 42 (Naruto, Book 14)(Naruto, Book 14)  by by Kishimoto, MasashiKishimoto, Masashi (# (#0739MZ20739MZ2))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20162016

"It's Deidara vs. Sasuke, but even Deidara's Ultimate Art may be no match for the all-powerful new Sasuke. The"It's Deidara vs. Sasuke, but even Deidara's Ultimate Art may be no match for the all-powerful new Sasuke. The
battle culminates in a giant explosion, leaving members of Team Kakashi concerned, especially when Karin cannotbattle culminates in a giant explosion, leaving members of Team Kakashi concerned, especially when Karin cannot
sense Sasuke's charka. Plus deep inside the Land of Rain lies an Akatsuki secret that sheds light on thesense Sasuke's charka. Plus deep inside the Land of Rain lies an Akatsuki secret that sheds light on the
organization's true intentions, as well as its mysterious leader, Pain"--Back cover.organization's true intentions, as well as its mysterious leader, Pain"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

—— $14.10$14.10  $13.68$13.68 11 $13.68$13.68



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 55, 56, 57 Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 55, 56, 57 (Naruto, Book 19)(Naruto, Book 19)  by by Kishimoto, MasashiKishimoto, Masashi (# (#1314CKX1314CKX))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20172017

"On Turtle Island, Naruto and the Allied Shinobi Forces prepare to attack Kabuto and Madara. But they are met by"On Turtle Island, Naruto and the Allied Shinobi Forces prepare to attack Kabuto and Madara. But they are met by
Kabuto's hordes of reanimated ninja soldiers, and in the heat of battle, Naruto and his allied friends realize they areKabuto's hordes of reanimated ninja soldiers, and in the heat of battle, Naruto and his allied friends realize they are
coming face-to-face with old acquaintances brought back from the dead"--Back cover.coming face-to-face with old acquaintances brought back from the dead"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $16.26$16.26  $15.77$15.77 11 $15.77$15.77

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 58, 59, 60 Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 58, 59, 60 (Naruto, Book 20)(Naruto, Book 20)  by by Kishimoto, MasashiKishimoto, Masashi (# (#1314DK71314DK7))
PaperbackPaperback  — — VIZ Media, LLCVIZ Media, LLC, , 20172017

"As Kabuto's hold over his army of undead minions tightens, Itachi has the best chance of breaking Kabuto's hold--"As Kabuto's hold over his army of undead minions tightens, Itachi has the best chance of breaking Kabuto's hold--
but without complete control of his actions. As powerful as they are, Naruto and his friends, including all five villagebut without complete control of his actions. As powerful as they are, Naruto and his friends, including all five village
Kage, can't seem to gain ground over Kabuto. And now the biggest surprise resurrection of all leaves themKage, can't seem to gain ground over Kabuto. And now the biggest surprise resurrection of all leaves them
wondering: just who is Madara and what does he really want?"--Back cover.wondering: just who is Madara and what does he really want?"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $14.10$14.10  $13.68$13.68 11 $13.68$13.68

New Year's kissNew Year's kiss  by by Matthews, LeeMatthews, Lee (# (#1810YB31810YB3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — UnderlinedUnderlined, , 20202020

Shy, straight-laced Tess meets Christopher while spending Christmas break at her grandmother's Vermont lodge,Shy, straight-laced Tess meets Christopher while spending Christmas break at her grandmother's Vermont lodge,
and he agrees to help her complete her bucket list before New Year's Eve.and he agrees to help her complete her bucket list before New Year's Eve.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  HL690LHL690L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 13-17Ages 13-17; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 8-UpGr 8-Up

Tags:Tags:  RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  RomanceRomance

—— $18.01$18.01  $17.47$17.47 11 $17.47$17.47

Not home for the holidays Not home for the holidays (Brothers)(Brothers)  by by Bermudez, CynBermudez, Cyn (# (#1456HYX1456HYX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — West 44 Books, an imprint of Enslow PublishingWest 44 Books, an imprint of Enslow Publishing, , 20202020

"Christmas is coming. Victor and Isaac want to spend the holidays together. But they're stuck in their new foster"Christmas is coming. Victor and Isaac want to spend the holidays together. But they're stuck in their new foster
homes and their mom is stuck in jail. Victor and Isaac struggle to adjust to the unfamiliar customs of their fosterhomes and their mom is stuck in jail. Victor and Isaac struggle to adjust to the unfamiliar customs of their foster
families. They worry that their own traditions will be lost. Does accepting their present lives mean they've rejectedfamilies. They worry that their own traditions will be lost. Does accepting their present lives mean they've rejected
their past?"--Back covertheir past?"--Back cover

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 1.41.4
LEXLEX  480L480L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 5-85-8; ; Ages Ages 10-1310-13

Tags:Tags:  Hi/LoHi/Lo   Quick ReadsQuick Reads   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $18.46$18.46  $17.91$17.91 11 $17.91$17.91

On the line : my story of becoming the first African American RocketteOn the line : my story of becoming the first African American Rockette  by by Jones, JenniferJones, Jennifer
(#(#2405HCX2405HCX))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Harper, an imprint of HarperCollins PublisherHarper, an imprint of HarperCollins Publisher, , 20232023

In this inspiring picture book autobiography, the first Black Radio City Rockette shares how she proved thatIn this inspiring picture book autobiography, the first Black Radio City Rockette shares how she proved that
everything is possible when you believe you belong.everything is possible when you believe you belong.

Dewey: Dewey: 792.8092792.8092; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades Pre-K/K-3Pre-K/K-3; ; Ages Ages 4-84-8
From Booklist: From Booklist: Preschool-Grade 3Preschool-Grade 3; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; PW: ; PW: Ages 4-8Ages 4-8; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 1-5Gr 1-5

Tags:Tags:  African AmericanAfrican American   BiographyBiography   DanceDance   Responsible Decision-makingResponsible Decision-making   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning   The ArtsThe Arts

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66

The one and only family The one and only family (One and Only, Book 4)(One and Only, Book 4)  by by Applegate, KatherineApplegate, Katherine (# (#2559AD42559AD4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — HarperCollinsHarperCollins, , 20232023

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on May 7, 2024May 7, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Animal StoriesAnimal Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  FantasyFantasy

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

The one and only Ivan The one and only Ivan (One and Only, Book 1)(One and Only, Book 1)  by by Applegate, KatherineApplegate, Katherine (# (#0865WQ70865WQ7))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Harper, an imprint of HarperCollins PublishersHarper, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, c, c20122012 p p20142014

When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephantWhen Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephant
that has been added to the mall, he decides that he must find her a better life.that has been added to the mall, he decides that he must find her a better life.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.63.6
ARAR  3.63.6  MGMG  44  150437150437ENEN; ; RCRC  3.33.3  77; ; LEXLEX  570L570L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 3-6Grades 3-6; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 3-7Gr 3-7

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   Animal StoriesAnimal Stories   Change (Literary Theme)Change (Literary Theme)   FantasyFantasy   Friendship StoriesFriendship Stories

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  FantasyFantasy

—— $17.17$17.17  $16.65$16.65 11 $16.65$16.65

Patina Patina (Track, Book 2)(Track, Book 2)  by by Reynolds, JasonReynolds, Jason (# (#1137BR01137BR0))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Atheneum Books for Young ReadersAtheneum Books for Young Readers, , 20182018

"A newbie to the track team, Patina "Patty" Jones must learn to rely on her family and teammates as she tries to"A newbie to the track team, Patina "Patty" Jones must learn to rely on her family and teammates as she tries to
outrun her personal demons"--Provided by publisher.outrun her personal demons"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.74.7
ARAR  4.74.7  MGMG  77  191429191429ENEN; ; RCRC  4.44.4  1111; ; LEXLEX  710L710L; ; F&PF&P  YY
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 5-8Grades 5-8; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 5-8Gr 5-8

Tags:Tags:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Sports FictionSports Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  SportsSports

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

Percy Jackson and the Olympians Percy Jackson and the Olympians Book SeriesBook Series  [5-item series] [5-item series] (#(#A397837A397837))

A batalha do labirinto A batalha do labirinto (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 4)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 4)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538PW81538PW8))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

When demonic cheerleaders invade his high school, Percy Jackson hurries to Camp Half Blood, from whence heWhen demonic cheerleaders invade his high school, Percy Jackson hurries to Camp Half Blood, from whence he
and his demigod friends set out on a quest through the Labyrinth, while the war between the Olympians and theand his demigod friends set out on a quest through the Labyrinth, while the war between the Olympians and the
evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

A batalha do labirinto A batalha do labirinto (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 4)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 4)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538PW81538PW8))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

When demonic cheerleaders invade his high school, Percy Jackson hurries to Camp Half Blood, from whence heWhen demonic cheerleaders invade his high school, Percy Jackson hurries to Camp Half Blood, from whence he
and his demigod friends set out on a quest through the Labyrinth, while the war between the Olympians and theand his demigod friends set out on a quest through the Labyrinth, while the war between the Olympians and the
evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

A maldicao do Tita A maldicao do Tita (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538NW31538NW3))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

The disappearance of the goddess Artemis while out hunting a rare, ancient monster, prompts a group of herThe disappearance of the goddess Artemis while out hunting a rare, ancient monster, prompts a group of her
followers to join Percy and his friends in an attempt to find and rescue her before the winter solstice, when herfollowers to join Percy and his friends in an attempt to find and rescue her before the winter solstice, when her
influence is needed to sway the Olympian Council regarding the war with the Titans.influence is needed to sway the Olympian Council regarding the war with the Titans.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

A maldicao do Tita A maldicao do Tita (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538NW31538NW3))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

The disappearance of the goddess Artemis while out hunting a rare, ancient monster, prompts a group of herThe disappearance of the goddess Artemis while out hunting a rare, ancient monster, prompts a group of her
followers to join Percy and his friends in an attempt to find and rescue her before the winter solstice, when herfollowers to join Percy and his friends in an attempt to find and rescue her before the winter solstice, when her
influence is needed to sway the Olympian Council regarding the war with the Titans.influence is needed to sway the Olympian Council regarding the war with the Titans.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

O ladrao de raios O ladrao de raios (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538LW91538LW9))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Percy, expelled from six schools for being unable to control his temper, learns the truth from his mother that hisPercy, expelled from six schools for being unable to control his temper, learns the truth from his mother that his
father is the Greek god Poseidon, and is sent to Camp Half Blood where he is befriended by a satyr and thefather is the Greek god Poseidon, and is sent to Camp Half Blood where he is befriended by a satyr and the
demigod daughter of Athena who join him in a journey to the Underworld to retrieve Zeus's lightning bolt anddemigod daughter of Athena who join him in a journey to the Underworld to retrieve Zeus's lightning bolt and
prevent a catastrophic war.prevent a catastrophic war.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

O ladrao de raios O ladrao de raios (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538LW91538LW9))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Percy, expelled from six schools for being unable to control his temper, learns the truth from his mother that hisPercy, expelled from six schools for being unable to control his temper, learns the truth from his mother that his
father is the Greek god Poseidon, and is sent to Camp Half Blood where he is befriended by a satyr and thefather is the Greek god Poseidon, and is sent to Camp Half Blood where he is befriended by a satyr and the
demigod daughter of Athena who join him in a journey to the Underworld to retrieve Zeus's lightning bolt anddemigod daughter of Athena who join him in a journey to the Underworld to retrieve Zeus's lightning bolt and
prevent a catastrophic war.prevent a catastrophic war.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

O mar de monstros O mar de monstros (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 2)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 2)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538MW61538MW6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Seventh-grader Percy Jackson has recently discovered that he is the son of Poseidon, making him half humanSeventh-grader Percy Jackson has recently discovered that he is the son of Poseidon, making him half human
and half god, and along with a demigod and a satyr friend, must save his beloved Camp Half-Blood from eviland half god, and along with a demigod and a satyr friend, must save his beloved Camp Half-Blood from evil
forces determined to destroy it.forces determined to destroy it.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

O mar de monstros O mar de monstros (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 2)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 2)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538MW61538MW6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

Seventh-grader Percy Jackson has recently discovered that he is the son of Poseidon, making him half humanSeventh-grader Percy Jackson has recently discovered that he is the son of Poseidon, making him half human
and half god, and along with a demigod and a satyr friend, must save his beloved Camp Half-Blood from eviland half god, and along with a demigod and a satyr friend, must save his beloved Camp Half-Blood from evil
forces determined to destroy it.forces determined to destroy it.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.80$40.80  $39.58$39.58 11 $39.58$39.58

O ultimo Olimpiano O ultimo Olimpiano (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 5)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 5)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538QW51538QW5))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

The long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy Jackson's sixteenth birthday unfolds as he leads an army ofThe long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy Jackson's sixteenth birthday unfolds as he leads an army of
young demigods to stop Kronos in his advance on New York City, while the Olympians struggle to contain theyoung demigods to stop Kronos in his advance on New York City, while the Olympians struggle to contain the
rampaging monster, Typhon.rampaging monster, Typhon.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29

O ultimo Olimpiano O ultimo Olimpiano (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 5)(Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 5)  by by Riordan, RickRiordan, Rick (# (#1538QW51538QW5))
PaperbackPaperback  — — IntrinsecaIntrinseca, , 20142014
Language: Language: PortuguesePortuguese

The long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy Jackson's sixteenth birthday unfolds as he leads an army ofThe long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy Jackson's sixteenth birthday unfolds as he leads an army of
young demigods to stop Kronos in his advance on New York City, while the Olympians struggle to contain theyoung demigods to stop Kronos in his advance on New York City, while the Olympians struggle to contain the
rampaging monster, Typhon.rampaging monster, Typhon.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   FantasyFantasy   MythologyMythology

—— $40.50$40.50  $39.29$39.29 11 $39.29$39.29



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

Pizza Face A Graphic Novel (Four Eyes #2) Pizza Face A Graphic Novel (Four Eyes #2) (Four Eyes, Book 2)(Four Eyes, Book 2)  by by Ogle, RexOgle, Rex (# (#2805BD22805BD2))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — GraphixGraphix, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on August 1, 2024August 1, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   HumorHumor   School StoriesSchool Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $20.53$20.53  $19.91$19.91 11 $19.91$19.91

Pizza my heart Pizza my heart (Wish)(Wish)  by by Richardson, RhiannonRichardson, Rhiannon (# (#1629ZUX1629ZUX))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Scholastic Inc.Scholastic Inc., , 20222022

"Maya Reynolds has practically grown up in her family's Brooklyn pizza shop, Soul Slice, and is a true city girl."Maya Reynolds has practically grown up in her family's Brooklyn pizza shop, Soul Slice, and is a true city girl.
When her family moves to a small town in Pennsylvania to open another pizza place, everything changes. Being theWhen her family moves to a small town in Pennsylvania to open another pizza place, everything changes. Being the
new girl is hard enough. At Soul Slice 2.0, Maya is assigned delivery duty. And her first delivery is a disaster. Cannew girl is hard enough. At Soul Slice 2.0, Maya is assigned delivery duty. And her first delivery is a disaster. Can
you make a worse impression than tripping . . . and falling face-first into a rude boy's pizza order? When that sameyou make a worse impression than tripping . . . and falling face-first into a rude boy's pizza order? When that same
rude--and, okay, cute--boy shows up at her school, Maya's convinced nothing can go right. But she may be in forrude--and, okay, cute--boy shows up at her school, Maya's convinced nothing can go right. But she may be in for
some surprises. Could good friends, secret crushes, and creative pizza toppings turn Maya's new home into hersome surprises. Could good friends, secret crushes, and creative pizza toppings turn Maya's new home into her
own slice of heaven?"--Provided by publisher.own slice of heaven?"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.45.4
ARAR  5.55.5  MGMG  77  515105515105ENEN; ; LEXLEX  840L840L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12

Tags:Tags:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $16.78$16.78  $16.28$16.28 11 $16.28$16.28

Portugal vs. Espana Portugal vs. Espana (World Cup Rivals)(World Cup Rivals)  by by Allen, JulesAllen, Jules (# (#2126QD72126QD7))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone, a Capstone imprintCapstone, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

"The national soccer teams of Portugal and Spain have a rivalry spanning decades. What made the teams fierce"The national soccer teams of Portugal and Spain have a rivalry spanning decades. What made the teams fierce
competitors? How are both country's fans involved in keeping this rivalry going? Easy-to-read text and . . . imagescompetitors? How are both country's fans involved in keeping this rivalry going? Easy-to-read text and . . . images
make these books an obvious choice for the soccer-obsessed reluctant or struggling reader"--Provided by publisher.make these books an obvious choice for the soccer-obsessed reluctant or struggling reader"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 796.334796.334; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 9-119-11

Tags:Tags:  Hi/LoHi/Lo   Perseverance (Literary Theme)Perseverance (Literary Theme)   SoccerSoccer   SportsSports

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $23.54$23.54  $22.83$22.83 11 $22.83$22.83

Remarkably Ruby Remarkably Ruby (Emmie & Friends)(Emmie & Friends)  by by Libenson, TerriLibenson, Terri (# (#1812YX61812YX6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Balzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersBalzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, , 20222022

Although Ruby and Mia used to be friends, they've grown apart as Ruby is not a joiner and likes to write poetry,Although Ruby and Mia used to be friends, they've grown apart as Ruby is not a joiner and likes to write poetry,
while Mia is popular and wants to be class president, but they may have more in common than they realize.while Mia is popular and wants to be class president, but they may have more in common than they realize.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.54.5
ARAR  3.23.2  MGMG  22  516389516389ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Relationship SkillsRelationship Skills   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $21.36$21.36  $20.72$20.72 11 $20.72$20.72

Scare meScare me  by by Alexander, K. RAlexander, K. R (# (#1400FZ81400FZ8))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Scholastic IncScholastic Inc, , 20192019

"Every year, the town of Happy Hills holds its haunted house contest. In a spooky old manor, teams of kids come up"Every year, the town of Happy Hills holds its haunted house contest. In a spooky old manor, teams of kids come up
with new ways to frighten people. The scariest team wins. But this year, all the teams are going to lose. Becausewith new ways to frighten people. The scariest team wins. But this year, all the teams are going to lose. Because
this year the house itself has awakened . . . and it won't be happy until it's devoured all the people inside. Whatthis year the house itself has awakened . . . and it won't be happy until it's devoured all the people inside. What
started out as a game has turned into something much more deadly"--Provided by publisher.started out as a game has turned into something much more deadly"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.54.5
ARAR  4.54.5  MGMG  44  505340505340ENEN; ; LEXLEX  660L660L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From SLJ: From SLJ: Gr 5-UpGr 5-Up

Tags:Tags:  HorrorHorror   Scary StoriesScary Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Scary Stories/HorrorScary Stories/Horror

—— $15.89$15.89  $15.41$15.41 11 $15.41$15.41

Sisterhood of sleuthsSisterhood of sleuths  by by Bertman, Jennifer ChamblissBertman, Jennifer Chambliss (# (#1823HZ01823HZ0))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Christy Ottaviano Books, Little, Brown and CompanyChristy Ottaviano Books, Little, Brown and Company, , 20222022

"When eleven-year-old Maizy finds a box of vintage Nancy Drew books, her mysterious discovery uncovers a truth"When eleven-year-old Maizy finds a box of vintage Nancy Drew books, her mysterious discovery uncovers a truth
from the past that will lead to self-discovery in the present, connecting three generations of women"--Provided byfrom the past that will lead to self-discovery in the present, connecting three generations of women"--Provided by

—— $16.49$16.49  $16.00$16.00 11 $16.00$16.00



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 6.36.3
ARAR  5.15.1  MGMG  77  519105519105ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4-94-9; ; Ages Ages 9-149-14
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-7Grades 4-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12; PW: ; PW: Ages 9-14Ages 9-14; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 3-7Gr 3-7

Tags:Tags:  Friendship StoriesFriendship Stories   MysteryMystery   Relationship SkillsRelationship Skills   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Mystery/SuspenseMystery/Suspense

Skink : no surrenderSkink : no surrender  by by Hiaasen, CarlHiaasen, Carl (# (#0557JV70557JV7))
PaperbackPaperback  — — EmberEmber, , 20152015

With the help of an eccentric ex-governor, a teenaged boy searches for his missing cousin in the Florida wilds.With the help of an eccentric ex-governor, a teenaged boy searches for his missing cousin in the Florida wilds.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
ARAR  5.25.2  MG+MG+  99  168926168926ENEN; ; RCRC  5.75.7  1616; ; LEXLEX  770L770L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1212
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 7-10Grades 7-10; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 10-15Ages 10-15; PW: ; PW: Ages 12-upAges 12-up; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 9-UpGr 9-Up

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   MysteryMystery

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Mystery/SuspenseMystery/Suspense

—— $10.58$10.58  $10.26$10.26 11 $10.26$10.26

SlackerSlacker  by by Korman, GordonKorman, Gordon (# (#1417FF41417FF4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Scholastic Inc.Scholastic Inc., , 20172017

When eighth-grader Cameron Boxer creates the Positive Action Group at school he intends it as a diversion to foolWhen eighth-grader Cameron Boxer creates the Positive Action Group at school he intends it as a diversion to fool
his parents, teachers, and sister into letting him continue to concentrate on his video-gaming--but before he knows ithis parents, teachers, and sister into letting him continue to concentrate on his video-gaming--but before he knows it
other kids are taking it seriously, and soon he finds himself president of the P.A.G., and involved in communityother kids are taking it seriously, and soon he finds himself president of the P.A.G., and involved in community
service, so the boy who never cared about anything is now the center of everything, whether he likes it or not.service, so the boy who never cared about anything is now the center of everything, whether he likes it or not.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.25.2
ARAR  5.25.2  MGMG  77  181139181139ENEN; ; RCRC  4.44.4  1111; ; LEXLEX  710L710L; ; F&PF&P  WW
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-7Grades 4-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-6Gr 4-6

Tags:Tags:  Games & GamingGames & Gaming   HumorHumor   Multiple (Point of View)Multiple (Point of View)   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   School StoriesSchool Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $17.68$17.68  $17.15$17.15 11 $17.15$17.15

SlugfestSlugfest  by by Korman, GordonKorman, Gordon (# (#2423WD52423WD5))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Balzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersBalzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, , 20242024

"Forced to take Physical Education Equivalency, aka "Slugfest," in summer school so he can maintain his star spot"Forced to take Physical Education Equivalency, aka "Slugfest," in summer school so he can maintain his star spot
on the JV football team, Yash recruits his fellow PE rejects to train with him and pass this course, an endeavor thaton the JV football team, Yash recruits his fellow PE rejects to train with him and pass this course, an endeavor that
turns into a summer he'll never forget"--Provided by publisher.turns into a summer he'll never forget"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 4-7Grades 4-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 9-13Ages 9-13; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor   Sports FictionSports Fiction

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $19.24$19.24  $18.66$18.66 11 $18.66$18.66

So, this is ChristmasSo, this is Christmas  by by Andreen, TracyAndreen, Tracy (# (#1671ES71671ES7))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VikingViking, , 20212021

When Finley Brown returns to her hometown of Christmas, Oklahoma, from boarding school, she finds things haveWhen Finley Brown returns to her hometown of Christmas, Oklahoma, from boarding school, she finds things have
changed everywhere and looks to find her own place at home.changed everywhere and looks to find her own place at home.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  HL760LHL760L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1414
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 14-18Ages 14-18; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 8-UpGr 8-Up

Tags:Tags:  RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  RomanceRomance

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77

So, this is loveSo, this is love  by by Andreen, TracyAndreen, Tracy (# (#1889EY11889EY1))
HardcoverHardcover  — — VikingViking, , 20222022

"Trying to figure out their relationship status when they return to boarding school after one magical Christmas Eve"Trying to figure out their relationship status when they return to boarding school after one magical Christmas Eve
kiss, Finley and Arthur are faced with old enemies who add to the confusion, putting what could be love inkiss, Finley and Arthur are faced with old enemies who add to the confusion, putting what could be love in
jeopardy"--Provided by publisher.jeopardy"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  HL670LHL670L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1414
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 14-18Ages 14-18; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 8-UpGr 8-Up

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Tags:Tags:  RomanceRomance

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  RomanceRomance

Sobre patinesSobre patines  by by Jamieson, VictoriaJamieson, Victoria (# (#1162LN51162LN5))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Maeva YoungMaeva Young, , 20182018
Language: Language: SpanishSpanish

"A graphic novel adventure about a girl who discovers roller derby right as she and her best friend are growing"A graphic novel adventure about a girl who discovers roller derby right as she and her best friend are growing
apart"--Provided by publisher.apart"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
ARAR  3.13.1  MGMG  22  173345173345SPSP
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4-64-6

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $27.32$27.32  $26.50$26.50 11 $26.50$26.50

Spy x family. 1 Spy x family. 1 (Spy x Family, Book 1)(Spy x Family, Book 1)  by by Endo, TatsuyaEndo, Tatsuya (# (#1627EE31627EE3))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Viz media, LLCViz media, LLC, , 20202020

"Master spy Twilight is unparalleled when it comes to going undercover on dangerous missions for the betterment of"Master spy Twilight is unparalleled when it comes to going undercover on dangerous missions for the betterment of
the world. But when he receives the ultimate assignment -- to get married and have a kid -- he may finally be in overthe world. But when he receives the ultimate assignment -- to get married and have a kid -- he may finally be in over
his head! Not one to depend on others, Twilight has his work cut out for him procuring both a wife and a child for hishis head! Not one to depend on others, Twilight has his work cut out for him procuring both a wife and a child for his
mission to infiltrate an elite private school. What he doesn't know is that the wife he's chosen is an assassin and themission to infiltrate an elite private school. What he doesn't know is that the wife he's chosen is an assassin and the
child he's adopted is a telepath!"--Back cover.child he's adopted is a telepath!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga   Mature ThemesMature Themes

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $11.46$11.46  $11.12$11.12 11 $11.12$11.12

Spy x family. 2 Spy x family. 2 (Spy x Family, Book 2)(Spy x Family, Book 2)  by by Endo, TatsuyaEndo, Tatsuya (# (#1918LA61918LA6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Viz media, LLCViz media, LLC, , 20202020

"Twilight must infiltrate the prestigious Eden Academy to get close to his target Donovan Desmond, but has he"Twilight must infiltrate the prestigious Eden Academy to get close to his target Donovan Desmond, but has he
ruined his daughter Anya's chances with his outburst during the admissions interview? Perhaps the truly impossibleruined his daughter Anya's chances with his outburst during the admissions interview? Perhaps the truly impossible
mission this time is making sure Anya both becomes an exemplary student and befriends Donovan's arrogant sonmission this time is making sure Anya both becomes an exemplary student and befriends Donovan's arrogant son
Damian!"--Back cover.Damian!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
LEXLEX  HL370LHL370L

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga   Mature ThemesMature Themes

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $11.46$11.46  $11.12$11.12 11 $11.12$11.12

Spy x family. 3 Spy x family. 3 (Spy x Family, Book 3)(Spy x Family, Book 3)  by by Endo, TatsuyaEndo, Tatsuya (# (#1918MA31918MA3))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Viz media, LLCViz media, LLC, , 20202020

"Twilight has overcome many challenges in putting together the Forger family, but now all his hard work might come"Twilight has overcome many challenges in putting together the Forger family, but now all his hard work might come
undone when Yor's younger brother Yuri pops in for a surprise visit! Can Twilight outsmart Yuri, who actually worksundone when Yor's younger brother Yuri pops in for a surprise visit! Can Twilight outsmart Yuri, who actually works
for the Ostanian secret service?!"--Back cover.for the Ostanian secret service?!"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga   Mature ThemesMature Themes

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

Spy x family. 4 Spy x family. 4 (Spy x Family, Book 4)(Spy x Family, Book 4)  by by Endo, TatsuyaEndo, Tatsuya (# (#1654SN61654SN6))
PaperbackPaperback  — — Viz media, LLCViz media, LLC, , 20212021

"The Forgers look into adding a dog to their family, but this is no easy task--especially when Twilight has to"The Forgers look into adding a dog to their family, but this is no easy task--especially when Twilight has to
simultaneously foil an assassination plot against a foreign minister! The perpetrators plan to use trained dogs for thesimultaneously foil an assassination plot against a foreign minister! The perpetrators plan to use trained dogs for the
attack, but Twilight gets some unexpected help to stop these terrorists"--Back cover.attack, but Twilight gets some unexpected help to stop these terrorists"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: 741.5741.5; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga   Mature ThemesMature Themes

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $9.70$9.70  $9.41$9.41 11 $9.41$9.41

Stick Dog chases a pizza Stick Dog chases a pizza (Stick Dog, Book 3)(Stick Dog, Book 3)  by by Watson, TomWatson, Tom (# (#1758ZN71758ZN7))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Harper, an imprint of HarperCollins PublishersHarper, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, , 20212021

Stick Dog and his friends have discovered pizza and want some, but must first complete their mission.Stick Dog and his friends have discovered pizza and want some, but must first complete their mission.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.54.5
ARAR  4.54.5  MGMG  22  167408167408ENEN; ; RCRC  3.73.7  66
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Stick Dog dreams of ice cream Stick Dog dreams of ice cream (Stick Dog, Book 4)(Stick Dog, Book 4)  by by Watson, TomWatson, Tom (# (#1888NW41888NW4))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Harper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersHarper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, c, c20152015 p p20212021

Stick Dog and his feral friends are looking for relief on a very hot day--and this time they have their eyes on an iceStick Dog and his feral friends are looking for relief on a very hot day--and this time they have their eyes on an ice
cream truck.cream truck.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.64.6
ARAR  4.64.6  MGMG  22  176002176002ENEN; ; RCRC  4.34.3  66; ; LEXLEX  700L700L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 3-6Grades 3-6; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 7-10Ages 7-10; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 3-6Gr 3-6

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

Stick Dog slurps spaghetti Stick Dog slurps spaghetti (Stick Dog, Book 6)(Stick Dog, Book 6)  by by Watson, TomWatson, Tom (# (#1813DXX1813DXX))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Harper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersHarper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, c, c20162016 p p20222022

"Stick Dog and his gang of hungry hounds want to play tug-of-war. Their search for rope leads to something even"Stick Dog and his gang of hungry hounds want to play tug-of-war. Their search for rope leads to something even
better--spaghetti! Once they get a taste, they must get some more. It will be their most difficult mission ever--and willbetter--spaghetti! Once they get a taste, they must get some more. It will be their most difficult mission ever--and will
demand all of Stick Dog's problem-solving skills. They'll need to scale the tallest mountain in the suburbs and sneakdemand all of Stick Dog's problem-solving skills. They'll need to scale the tallest mountain in the suburbs and sneak
into a restaurant filled with people. Dangerous humans--a strange-talking girl, a huge chef, and a penguin man--lurkinto a restaurant filled with people. Dangerous humans--a strange-talking girl, a huge chef, and a penguin man--lurk
around every corner. But there's more than danger in the air. Stick Dog has caught the scent of something evenaround every corner. But there's more than danger in the air. Stick Dog has caught the scent of something even
more scrumptious than spaghetti. And he'll risk everything to find out what it is"--Back cover.more scrumptious than spaghetti. And he'll risk everything to find out what it is"--Back cover.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.44.4
ARAR  4.14.1  MGMG  22  185184185184ENEN; ; RCRC  3.33.3  66; ; LEXLEX  580L580L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

Stick Dog tries to take the donuts Stick Dog tries to take the donuts (Stick Dog, Book 5)(Stick Dog, Book 5)  by by Watson, TomWatson, Tom (# (#1888MW71888MW7))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Harper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersHarper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, c, c20162016 p p20222022

"Stick Dog and his team of strays are off on another outrageous canine caper. To snatch some breakfast treats for"Stick Dog and his team of strays are off on another outrageous canine caper. To snatch some breakfast treats for
his hungry pals, Stick Dog will need to stop a moving truck, outfox a man on a telephone pole, and calm down ahis hungry pals, Stick Dog will need to stop a moving truck, outfox a man on a telephone pole, and calm down a
very caffeinated Karen. But that's not all. He'll also need to manage the greatest confrontation in history when hisvery caffeinated Karen. But that's not all. He'll also need to manage the greatest confrontation in history when his
good friend Poo-Poo comes face-to-face with the ultimate enemy--a squirrel. With Stick Dog's smarts, daring,good friend Poo-Poo comes face-to-face with the ultimate enemy--a squirrel. With Stick Dog's smarts, daring,
loyalty--and patience--he just might lead his buddies to the best breakfast ever"--OCLC.loyalty--and patience--he just might lead his buddies to the best breakfast ever"--OCLC.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.44.4
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  HumorHumor

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Comedy/HumorComedy/Humor

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

The Story of Chocolate The Story of Chocolate (Stories of Everyday Things)(Stories of Everyday Things)  by by Gloria KosterGloria Koster (# (#2124ND22124ND2))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — PebblePebble, , 20242024

Dewey: Dewey: 641.3641.3; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary
GRGR  OO
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 5-85-8

Tags:Tags:  Beginning ReaderBeginning Reader   Cooking & FoodCooking & Food   InventionsInventions   Money & BusinessMoney & Business   World HistoryWorld History

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $23.54$23.54  $22.83$22.83 11 $22.83$22.83

The story of french fries The story of french fries (Stories of Everyday Things)(Stories of Everyday Things)  by by Koster, GloriaKoster, Gloria (# (#2124UD32124UD3))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Pebble, a Capstone ImprintPebble, a Capstone Imprint, , 20242024

"Potatoes can be turned into lots of yummy side dishes, and french fries are a popular option. But who discovered"Potatoes can be turned into lots of yummy side dishes, and french fries are a popular option. But who discovered
french fries? Are they really from France? And how did they end up in restaurants around the world? Thesefrench fries? Are they really from France? And how did they end up in restaurants around the world? These
questions and more will be answered in this fascinating book on french fries"--Provided by publisher.questions and more will be answered in this fascinating book on french fries"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 641.6641.6; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary
GRGR  NN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 5-85-8

Tags:Tags:  Beginning ReaderBeginning Reader   Cooking & FoodCooking & Food   InventionsInventions   World HistoryWorld History

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $23.54$23.54  $22.83$22.83 11 $22.83$22.83

The Story of Teddy Bears The Story of Teddy Bears (Stories of Everyday Things)(Stories of Everyday Things)  by by Respicio, MaeRespicio, Mae (# (#2124GD12124GD1))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — PebblePebble, , 20242024

Dewey: Dewey: 600600; Audience: ; Audience: Lower ElementaryLower Elementary
GRGR  NN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 5-85-8

Tags:Tags:  Beginning ReaderBeginning Reader   InventionsInventions   Money & BusinessMoney & Business   World HistoryWorld History

—— $23.54$23.54  $22.83$22.83 11 $22.83$22.83



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

Surprisingly Sarah Surprisingly Sarah (Emmie & Friends)(Emmie & Friends)  by by Libenson, TerriLibenson, Terri (# (#2553QB62553QB6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Balzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersBalzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, , 20232023

"Sarah and Leo have been best friends since they were little. They share everything . . . until Sarah starts crushing"Sarah and Leo have been best friends since they were little. They share everything . . . until Sarah starts crushing
on Leo's friend Ben. Then one day Sarah is suddenly faced with a big choice: ask Ben to the school dance oron Leo's friend Ben. Then one day Sarah is suddenly faced with a big choice: ask Ben to the school dance or
chicken out. Either way, Sarah and Leo's friendship will be put to the test"--Provided by publisher.chicken out. Either way, Sarah and Leo's friendship will be put to the test"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 3.63.6
ARAR  3.63.6  MGMG  22  520640520640ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Relationship SkillsRelationship Skills   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $23.04$23.04  $22.35$22.35 11 $22.35$22.35

The Swifts : a dictionary of scoundrelsThe Swifts : a dictionary of scoundrels  by by Lincoln, BethLincoln, Beth (# (#2582MA92582MA9))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Dutton Children's BooksDutton Children's Books, , 20232023

When someone gives Arch-Aunt Schadenfreude a deadly push down the stairs during the Swift Family Reunion,When someone gives Arch-Aunt Schadenfreude a deadly push down the stairs during the Swift Family Reunion,
Shenanigan Swift, who has a penchant for mischief, decides to become a detective and solve this mysterious case.Shenanigan Swift, who has a penchant for mischief, decides to become a detective and solve this mysterious case.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 6.06.0
ARAR  66  MGMG  1212  518227518227ENEN; ; LEXLEX  810L810L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 5-7Grades 5-7; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 10-13Ages 10-13; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-UpGr 4-Up

Tags:Tags:  Family StoriesFamily Stories   HumorHumor   MysteryMystery

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Mystery/SuspenseMystery/Suspense

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89

Time to Roll Time to Roll (Roll With It, Book 2)(Roll With It, Book 2)  by by Sumner, JamieSumner, Jamie (# (#2340GD62340GD6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Atheneum Books for YoungAtheneum Books for Young, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on May 9, 2024May 9, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
ARAR  4.94.9  MGMG  66  519774519774ENEN; ; LEXLEX  750L750L
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12

Tags:Tags:  Diverse AbilitiesDiverse Abilities   Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Self-AwarenessSelf-Awareness   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

Truly Tyler Truly Tyler (Emmie & Friends)(Emmie & Friends)  by by Libenson, TerriLibenson, Terri (# (#1769AP31769AP3))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Balzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishersBalzer + Bray, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, , 20212021

"Ever since Tyler started getting into art and hanging out with Emmie, his friends and teammates have been giving"Ever since Tyler started getting into art and hanging out with Emmie, his friends and teammates have been giving
him a hard time. He wonders why can't he nerd out on drawing and play ball. Emmie is psyched that she gets tohim a hard time. He wonders why can't he nerd out on drawing and play ball. Emmie is psyched that she gets to
work on a comics project with her crush, Tyler. But she gets the feeling that his friends don't think she's cool enough.work on a comics project with her crush, Tyler. But she gets the feeling that his friends don't think she's cool enough.
Maybe it's time for a total reinvention"--Provided by publisher.Maybe it's time for a total reinvention"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.14.1
ARAR  3.33.3  MGMG  22  511684511684ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction   Relationship SkillsRelationship Skills   Social-Emotional LearningSocial-Emotional Learning

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Realistic FictionRealistic Fiction

—— $23.04$23.04  $22.35$22.35 11 $22.35$22.35

Two degreesTwo degrees  by by Gratz, AlanGratz, Alan (# (#1766GX31766GX3))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Scholastic PressScholastic Press, , 20222022

When three children endure separate climate change disasters--a wildfire in the California woods, a close encounterWhen three children endure separate climate change disasters--a wildfire in the California woods, a close encounter
with a hungry polar bear in Canada, and a massive hurricane in Florid--they emerge from their experienceswith a hungry polar bear in Canada, and a massive hurricane in Florid--they emerge from their experiences
committed to changing the world.committed to changing the world.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.25.2
ARAR  5.25.2  MGMG  1111  517505517505ENEN
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 9-13Ages 9-13; PW: ; PW: Ages 8-12Ages 8-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-7Gr 4-7

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   ClimateClimate   Multiple (Point of View)Multiple (Point of View)   Natural DisastersNatural Disasters   Survival StoriesSurvival Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89

The video game encyclopedia The video game encyclopedia (Entertainment Encyclopedias)(Entertainment Encyclopedias)  by by Ringstad, ArnoldRingstad, Arnold (# (#2297ADX2297ADX))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Encyclopedias, an imprint of Abdo ReferenceEncyclopedias, an imprint of Abdo Reference, , 20242024

"Discover . . . video games made in the 1950s and onward"--Provided by publisher."Discover . . . video games made in the 1950s and onward"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 794.8794.8; Audience: ; Audience: Young AdultYoung Adult
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 7-127-12; ; Ages Ages 12-1712-17

—— $35.00$35.00  $33.95$33.95 11 $33.95$33.95



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Tags:Tags:  Games & GamingGames & Gaming

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

Warriors The Rise of Scourge Warriors The Rise of Scourge (Warriors Manga, Book 2)(Warriors Manga, Book 2)  by by Hunter, ErinHunter, Erin (# (#2437VD92437VD9))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — HarperAlleyHarperAlley, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on April 11, 2024April 11, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   MangaManga

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels

—— $20.53$20.53  $19.91$19.91 11 $19.91$19.91

What Was the Great Molasses Flood of 1919? What Was the Great Molasses Flood of 1919? (What Was...?)(What Was...?)  by by Anderson, KirstenAnderson, Kirsten (# (#2953DC82953DC8))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Penguin WorkshopPenguin Workshop, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on May 9, 2024May 9, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 363363; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Manmade DisastersManmade Disasters   Our EarthOur Earth

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

What Were the Shark Attacks of 1916? What Were the Shark Attacks of 1916? (What Was...?)(What Was...?)  by by Medina, NicoMedina, Nico (# (#2953EC52953EC5))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Penguin WorkshopPenguin Workshop, , 20242024

Available for pre-orderAvailable for pre-order. . This item is scheduled for release on This item is scheduled for release on May 9, 2024May 9, 2024..

Dewey: Dewey: 578578; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  AnimalsAnimals

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

Who was her own work of art? : Frida Kahlo Who was her own work of art? : Frida Kahlo (Who HQ)(Who HQ)  by by Blas, TerryBlas, Terry (# (#2953LC62953LC6))
FollettBound GluedFollettBound Glued  — — Penguin Workshop, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLCPenguin Workshop, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, , 20242024

"Discover how Mexican painter Frida Kahlo becomes one of the greatest artistic voices in the world as she travels"Discover how Mexican painter Frida Kahlo becomes one of the greatest artistic voices in the world as she travels
from Mexico to New York City for her first-ever solo exhibition, setting the art world aflame"--Provided by publisher.from Mexico to New York City for her first-ever solo exhibition, setting the art world aflame"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 759.972759.972; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
LEXLEX  750L750L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Graphic NovelsGraphic Novels   Hispanic/LatinoHispanic/Latino   The ArtsThe Arts

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $16.34$16.34  $15.85$15.85 11 $15.85$15.85

WonkaWonka  by by Pounder, SibealPounder, Sibeal (# (#2934KC42934KC4))
HardcoverHardcover  — — PuffinPuffin, , 20232023

'Wonka' tells the wondrous story of how the world's greatest inventor, magician and chocolate-maker becomes the'Wonka' tells the wondrous story of how the world's greatest inventor, magician and chocolate-maker becomes the
beloved Willy Wonka we know today.beloved Willy Wonka we know today.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 3-73-7; ; Ages Ages 8-128-12
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

—— $17.41$17.41  $16.89$16.89 11 $16.89$16.89

The world-famous nineThe world-famous nine  by by Guterson, BenGuterson, Ben (# (#2055QD22055QD2))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Little, Brown and CompanyLittle, Brown and Company, , 20242024

Eleven-year-old Zander is determined to save his grandmother's nineteen-story out-of-this-world department storeEleven-year-old Zander is determined to save his grandmother's nineteen-story out-of-this-world department store
from an evil force.from an evil force.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School
From the publisher: From the publisher: Grades Grades 4-74-7; ; Ages Ages 9-129-12
From Kirkus: From Kirkus: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12; PW: ; PW: Ages 9-12Ages 9-12; SLJ: ; SLJ: Gr 4-6Gr 4-6

Tags:Tags:  MysteryMystery

FREE Teaching ResourcesFREE Teaching Resources available for download. available for download.

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  Mystery/SuspenseMystery/Suspense

—— $16.49$16.49  $16.00$16.00 11 $16.00$16.00

WreckerWrecker  by by Hiaasen, CarlHiaasen, Carl (# (#2496BC12496BC1))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Alfred A. KnopfAlfred A. Knopf, , 20232023

—— $18.32$18.32  $17.77$17.77 11 $17.77$17.77



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

When fifteen-year-old Valdez Jones VIII, a.k.a. Wrecker, unwittingly becomes entangled with a group of smugglersWhen fifteen-year-old Valdez Jones VIII, a.k.a. Wrecker, unwittingly becomes entangled with a group of smugglers
and grave robbers, he must deep dive into their shady dealings in order to escape their twisted net.and grave robbers, he must deep dive into their shady dealings in order to escape their twisted net.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Middle SchoolMiddle School; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.35.3
LEXLEX  810L810L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Age Age 1010
From Booklist: From Booklist: Grades 6-9Grades 6-9; Kirkus: ; Kirkus: Ages 10-14Ages 10-14; PW: ; PW: Ages 10-upAges 10-up

Tags:Tags:  AdventureAdventure   BiracialBiracial

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  AdventureAdventure

You Choose: Great Escapes You Choose: Great Escapes Book SetBook Set  [4-item set] [4-item set] (#(#A669802A669802))

Can you survive a Civil War escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a Civil War escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose: Great(You Choose: Great
Escapes)Escapes)  by by Gunderson, JessicaGunderson, Jessica (# (#2128LD32128LD3))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive Civil War adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from aAn interactive Civil War adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from a
Confederate prison.Confederate prison.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   U.S. Civil WarU.S. Civil War

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive a Civil War escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a Civil War escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose: Great(You Choose: Great
Escapes)Escapes)  by by Gunderson, JessicaGunderson, Jessica (# (#2128LD32128LD3))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive Civil War adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from aAn interactive Civil War adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from a
Confederate prison.Confederate prison.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   U.S. Civil WarU.S. Civil War

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive a Revolutionary War escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a Revolutionary War escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose:(You Choose:
Great Escapes)Great Escapes)  by by Hoena, B. AHoena, B. A (# (#2134VD62134VD6))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive Revolutionary War adventure where the reader is cornered by the British and their plot choicesAn interactive Revolutionary War adventure where the reader is cornered by the British and their plot choices
determine whether they make it out alive.determine whether they make it out alive.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
GRGR  UU
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   U.S. Revolutionary WarU.S. Revolutionary War

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive a Revolutionary War escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a Revolutionary War escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose:(You Choose:
Great Escapes)Great Escapes)  by by Hoena, B. AHoena, B. A (# (#2134VD62134VD6))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive Revolutionary War adventure where the reader is cornered by the British and their plot choicesAn interactive Revolutionary War adventure where the reader is cornered by the British and their plot choices
determine whether they make it out alive.determine whether they make it out alive.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
GRGR  UU
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   U.S. Revolutionary WarU.S. Revolutionary War

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive a World War I escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a World War I escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose: Great(You Choose: Great
Escapes)Escapes)  by by Braun, EricBraun, Eric (# (#2134WD32134WD3))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive World War I adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from aAn interactive World War I adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from a
prisoner-of-war camp.prisoner-of-war camp.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
GRGR  VV
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   World War IWorld War I

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

Can you survive a World War I escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a World War I escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose: Great(You Choose: Great
Escapes)Escapes)  by by Braun, EricBraun, Eric (# (#2134WD32134WD3))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive World War I adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from aAn interactive World War I adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from a
prisoner-of-war camp.prisoner-of-war camp.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
GRGR  VV
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   World War IWorld War I

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive a World War II escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a World War II escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose: Great(You Choose: Great
Escapes)Escapes)  by by Doeden, MattDoeden, Matt (# (#2134YD82134YD8))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive World War II adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from aAn interactive World War II adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from a
prisoner-of-war camp.prisoner-of-war camp.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   World War IIWorld War II

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive a World War II escape? : an interactive history adventure Can you survive a World War II escape? : an interactive history adventure (You Choose: Great(You Choose: Great
Escapes)Escapes)  by by Doeden, MattDoeden, Matt (# (#2134YD82134YD8))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20242024

An interactive World War II adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from aAn interactive World War II adventure where the reader determines their fate during a daring escape from a
prisoner-of-war camp.prisoner-of-war camp.

Dewey: Dewey: -Fic--Fic-; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Games & PuzzlesGames & Puzzles   Historical FictionHistorical Fiction   World War IIWorld War II

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

You Choose: Wild Encounters You Choose: Wild Encounters Book SetBook Set  [4-item set] [4-item set] (#(#A600993A600993))

Can you survive dangerous desert encounters? Can you survive dangerous desert encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Doeden, MattDoeden, Matt
(#(#1682SZ81682SZ8))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, an imprint of CapstoneCapstone Press, an imprint of Capstone, , 20232023

"Could you survive being lost in the desert? Imagine being attacked by a rattlesnake in North America's Sonoran"Could you survive being lost in the desert? Imagine being attacked by a rattlesnake in North America's Sonoran
Desert, wild dogs in Africa's Kalahari Desert, or a redback spider in the Australian Outback. How far would youDesert, wild dogs in Africa's Kalahari Desert, or a redback spider in the Australian Outback. How far would you
be willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided bybe willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 577.54577.54; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 6.16.1
LEXLEX  610L610L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Survival StoriesSurvival Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive dangerous desert encounters? Can you survive dangerous desert encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Doeden, MattDoeden, Matt
(#(#1682SZ81682SZ8))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, an imprint of CapstoneCapstone Press, an imprint of Capstone, , 20232023

"Could you survive being lost in the desert? Imagine being attacked by a rattlesnake in North America's Sonoran"Could you survive being lost in the desert? Imagine being attacked by a rattlesnake in North America's Sonoran
Desert, wild dogs in Africa's Kalahari Desert, or a redback spider in the Australian Outback. How far would youDesert, wild dogs in Africa's Kalahari Desert, or a redback spider in the Australian Outback. How far would you
be willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided bybe willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 577.54577.54; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 6.16.1
LEXLEX  610L610L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Survival StoriesSurvival Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26

Can you survive deadly rain forest encounters? Can you survive deadly rain forest encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Lassieur, AllisonLassieur, Allison
(#(#1682RZ01682RZ0))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20232023

—— $26.04$26.04  $25.26$25.26 11 $25.26$25.26



ItemItem !! PricePrice Qty.Qty. TotalTotal

"Could you survive being traped in a rain forest? Imagine a run-in with a poison dart frog in the Amazon Rain"Could you survive being traped in a rain forest? Imagine a run-in with a poison dart frog in the Amazon Rain
Forest, a chimpanzee in the African Congo, or a clouded leopard in the jungles of Southeast Asia. How far wouldForest, a chimpanzee in the African Congo, or a clouded leopard in the jungles of Southeast Asia. How far would
you be willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip though the pages to find out"--Provided byyou be willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip though the pages to find out"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 577.34577.34; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 4.94.9
LEXLEX  660L660L
From the publisher: From the publisher: Ages Ages 8-128-12

Tags:Tags:  Survival StoriesSurvival Stories

Your assigned genre:Your assigned genre:  no genre assignedno genre assigned

Can you survive deadly rain forest encounters? Can you survive deadly rain forest encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Lassieur, AllisonLassieur, Allison
(#(#1682RZ01682RZ0))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20232023

"Could you survive being traped in a rain forest? Imagine a run-in with a poison dart frog in the Amazon Rain"Could you survive being traped in a rain forest? Imagine a run-in with a poison dart frog in the Amazon Rain
Forest, a chimpanzee in the African Congo, or a clouded leopard in the jungles of Southeast Asia. How far wouldForest, a chimpanzee in the African Congo, or a clouded leopard in the jungles of Southeast Asia. How far would
you be willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip though the pages to find out"--Provided byyou be willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip though the pages to find out"--Provided by
publisher.publisher.
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Can you survive death-defying ocean encounters? Can you survive death-defying ocean encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Lassieur,Lassieur,
AllisonAllison (# (#1682UZ21682UZ2))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20232023

"Could you survive being stranded at sea? Imagine encountering a barracuda in the Caribbean Sea, a jellyfish in"Could you survive being stranded at sea? Imagine encountering a barracuda in the Caribbean Sea, a jellyfish in
Australia's Great Barrier Reef, or a humpback whale in the Arctic Ocean. How far would you be willing to go toAustralia's Great Barrier Reef, or a humpback whale in the Arctic Ocean. How far would you be willing to go to
save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.
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Can you survive death-defying ocean encounters? Can you survive death-defying ocean encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Lassieur,Lassieur,
AllisonAllison (# (#1682UZ21682UZ2))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20232023

"Could you survive being stranded at sea? Imagine encountering a barracuda in the Caribbean Sea, a jellyfish in"Could you survive being stranded at sea? Imagine encountering a barracuda in the Caribbean Sea, a jellyfish in
Australia's Great Barrier Reef, or a humpback whale in the Arctic Ocean. How far would you be willing to go toAustralia's Great Barrier Reef, or a humpback whale in the Arctic Ocean. How far would you be willing to go to
save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.

Dewey: Dewey: 613.6613.6; Audience: ; Audience: Upper ElementaryUpper Elementary; Reading Level: ; Reading Level: 5.25.2
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Can you survive hair-raising mountain encounters? Can you survive hair-raising mountain encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Doeden,Doeden,
MattMatt (# (#1682TZ51682TZ5))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20232023

"Could you survive being lost in the mountains? Imagine facing down a grizzly bear in the Alaskan wilderness, a"Could you survive being lost in the mountains? Imagine facing down a grizzly bear in the Alaskan wilderness, a
mountain lion in the Sierra Madres of Mexico, or a gorilla in Africa's Virunga Mountains. How far would you bemountain lion in the Sierra Madres of Mexico, or a gorilla in Africa's Virunga Mountains. How far would you be
willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.
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Can you survive hair-raising mountain encounters? Can you survive hair-raising mountain encounters? (You Choose: Wild Encounters)(You Choose: Wild Encounters)  by by Doeden,Doeden,
MattMatt (# (#1682TZ51682TZ5))
Hardcover (library binding)Hardcover (library binding)  — — Capstone Press, a Capstone imprintCapstone Press, a Capstone imprint, , 20232023

"Could you survive being lost in the mountains? Imagine facing down a grizzly bear in the Alaskan wilderness, a"Could you survive being lost in the mountains? Imagine facing down a grizzly bear in the Alaskan wilderness, a
mountain lion in the Sierra Madres of Mexico, or a gorilla in Africa's Virunga Mountains. How far would you bemountain lion in the Sierra Madres of Mexico, or a gorilla in Africa's Virunga Mountains. How far would you be
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willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.willing to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out!"--Provided by publisher.
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If elephants disappeared If elephants disappeared (If Animals Disappeared)(If Animals Disappeared)  by by Williams, LilyWilliams, Lily (# (#1035RW01035RW0))
HardcoverHardcover  — — Roaring Brook PressRoaring Brook Press, , 20192019

Out of printOut of print. . This item is no longer available.This item is no longer available.

A nonfiction picture book tracing the repercussions of what would happen if elephants disappeared from our planet.A nonfiction picture book tracing the repercussions of what would happen if elephants disappeared from our planet.
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